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TOBACCO FLOWERS 

The Hicks' heater broke down four times that winter. It died 

fighting, sputtering and choking through the night into the morning 

of coldest day of the year. Carolyn Hicks was laying underneath a 

mountain of blankets when she heard the heater's final cough. It was 

before 9 AM. but her bedroom was completely dark until, she lifted 

the corner of her heavy winter curtains. She squinted from the sun's 

glare on the snow covering the small, empty plot in back of her 

home. Her mother called it "the yard" but to Carolyn and her father it 

was a small patch of land, separated by a variety of short fences 

from all the other barren plots on their block. The wind whipped 

snow from the branches of trees, making it look, for a moment, like 

it was still snowing. Carolyn let the curtain fall back into place, 

plunging herself again into darkness. She closed her eyes and prayed 

that her mother would think it was too cold to go to church. 

Carolyn finished her prayer and waited for some sign that she 

had been heard. The house was unusually quiet for a Sunday morning. 

She listened for some indication that her parents were awake and to 

her relief, she did not hear anything except for the house creaking in 

the wind. She felt a chill creep through the tiny holes around her 



bedroom window. Despite her father's efforts to protect the family 

from the winter with caulking and plastic window covering, the 

entire house was filled with drafts. With the heater gone, it would 

be only a matter of time before the house was almost as cold inside 

as it was outside. Carolyn pulled the covers around her shoulders 

and braced herself for the coming cold. 

Carolyn drifted back to sleep and when she woke up, the clock 

on her nightstand read 9:30 and the house was still quiet. It was 

already so cold that her breath was beginning to form tiny crystals 

of vapor as she exhaled. She sat up. Maybe God did hear her prayer. 

This was the test. If her parents decided not to go to church then 

God knew who she was and He was listening. If they went to church-

"Damn !" her mother said from the other side of the wall, "Earl. 

Earl, we're going to be late." Her father grunted. They talked, at 

first, in low, hushed voices, then their voices grew louder and 

faster, but still not loud enough for Carolyn to make out their words. 

She strained to hear their conversation. Her faith in God depended 

on it. 

Her parent's bedroom door slammed and the floor creaked under 

the weight of her mother's quick, heavy footsteps. Each step was 

followed by the sharp slap of her slippers against the linoleum. 

"Carolyn, it's time to get up for church!" her mother said continuing, 

down the hall into the bathroom. Her father left the bedroom and 

soon afterwards, she heard the now familiar sound of the door to the 

basement scraping across the kitchen floor as her father went to 

check the heater. 
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No sooner had he finished paying for the last repair than the 

heater was down again. Earl Hicks searched along the stairwell for 

the light switch to the basement. He turned on the light and 

flashlight in hand, and held firmly onto the banister and making his 

way down the rickety wooden stairs. One hundred dollars, that was 

what it cost each time he the repair man came to look at the oil 

heater, more if he stayed longer than an hour. A new one would cost 

around fifteen hundred, that was all they had in savings. There was 

no winning against the cold. His father tried to tell him that when 

he left home. He took Earl out to the fields that Earl's grandfather 
, 

once plowed and said, "I don't know why you want to live in New York 

anyway, it's not natural for colored people to be in such a cold place. 

Don't you go and freeze to death. You find yourself someplace nice 

and warm, you hear?" Earl had lived in the New York for twenty 

years and in all that time he had not gotten used to the winters. He 

could not get used to a lot of things about the city. He hated the 

crowded living conditions and the noise. He thought that living 

outside the city would help but he still felt crowded and nameless. 

In church was the only time he felt part of something and even that 

wasn't the same in the Presbyterian church his wife insisted they 

attend. Too bad the old man died before he could tell he was right 

after all; he loved being right. 

Earl stood in front of the house's oil-burning heater unit and 

thought of his father's advice that he find himself "someplace nice 

and warm." The tank sat there, completely silent, useless. It's 

smooth, tan metal surface seemed to be exuding cold. He pulled his 
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robe closer to him and shined the flashlight onto the oil gauge. It 

was on full. He almost laughed. 

Carolyn reminded herself that there was still time. God could 

work a miracle and save her from having to sit through the dull 

church service, proving that he cared about her. They didn't even go 

to a good church, with lots of singing and dancing like the Baptist 

church her father said he went to growing up. Carolyn and her family 

went to a boring Presbyterian church with a choir that sang out of 

tune. Her mother said, "Presbyterians go to church to hear the word 

of God and Baptists go to hear the latest gossip." 

Carolyn heard plenty of gossip after the service on Sundays, all 

she had to do was make herself invisible, which wasn't hard because 

nobody ever noticed her. She moved around the receiving hall, 

weaving in between the ladies in stockings and two-inch pumps 

carrying pans of macaroni and cheese and the men in light colored 

suits and shiny, tight shoes clutching punch. They were too busy 

talking to realize that she was there. They talked about everything 

from their jobs to other peoples' mistresses without hesitation as 

Carolyn strolled in and out of their conversations, head down, 

looking up and pausing occasionally to catch a particularly 

interesting piece of news. Caroline knew she was easy to ignore. 

There was nothing special about her whatsoever, she was medium 

height, she had medium brown skin, medium length hair. Her grades 

were all "Bs"--high enough to keep her teachers and parents from 

being too concerned, but too low for any awards or attention. She 

was a prime candidate for invisibility. 
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It was her status as an invisible person that lead Carolyn to 

buy a pack of cigarettes. She wanted to see if she could get away 

with it. A test of her invisibility. She walked up to the counter of 

a corner store near her house and asked for a pack of cigarettes. 

"What kind do you want?" the clerk said, eyeing a group of 

teenagers that were idling in the back. She picked a brand from the 

rows of cartons above the counter. "One-fifty," he said and slid her 

change onto the counter without looking at her. Invisible. 

Carolyn had never smoked a cigarette in all of her ten years, 

but she was sure she knew how. She studied the technique of every 

smoker she came across for a whole week, paying special attention 

to the three sixth grade girls who smoked during recess. Carolyn 

watched as the girls gathered next to the handball court at the far 

end of the schoolyard, out of sight from the door to the cafeteria, 

where the teachers' huddled together. The girls stood together as 

one girl pulled out a cigarette and a lighter. One puff each, that was 

all, but they were deep breaths that each girl held onto for a long 

time before letting it go. 

Now that she knew what to do, the question was where. She 

reached underneath her mattress and pulled out a cigarette. Smoking 

at home was not an option. She may have been invisible but smoke 

was not. She slid her right palm in back of her head and held the 

unlit cigarette between two fingers of her left hand. She felt the 

air gradually getting colder around her face and arms. The rest of 

her was underneath the blankets her father piled on top of her bed 

every night while she slept, even when the heater was working. She 

usually woke up sweating right before dawn and tossed off the 
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layers of blankets. This time she was grateful for them. She tucked 

her right arm underneath the blankets to warm up and practiced 

flicking the ashes off with her thumb. 

She ran her right hand across the tight rows of pink plastic 

curlers. It was the first time Carolyn curled her hair without any 

help. Using a hand-mirror balance between her knees, she carefully 

parted it into neat, narrow rows and rolled the curlers in as tightly 

as she could. They were perfect, her parents were going to be proud. 

Carolyn pursed her lips around her cigarette and slowly inhaled. She 

exhaled, with lips still puckered, sending a stream of vapor into the 

air. 

"Carolyn!" Her mother knocked. Carolyn stuffed the cigarette 

into her bed. Her mother opened the door, "Girl, what is the matter 

with you? Aren't you cold? The heater died again and according to 

your father, it's not coming back." Carolyn wiggled to the edge of 

the bed and slid from underneath the blankets on to the floor, leaving 

the cigarette underneath the blankets. The sudden coldness of her 

feet hitting the tile floor sent shivers up her spine. 

"Look at the time," Carolyn's mother glanced at the clock, "and 

still haven't done your hair." 

"You don't have to do my hair." Carolyn said bending over to 

show her mother her carefully combed rows, "I did it myself." It 

was a work of art, her masterpiece made of curlers. 

Her mother looked under Carolyn's scarf and frowned. "Your 

roots are terrible." Carolyn's roots and edges resisted the hot comb. 

When her mother did her hair, she insisted that it be stretched into 

straightness, requiring that she run the comb through three times 
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before it surrendered, limp and glistening with hair grease. Her 

father's method was different. He let her hair keep some of it's 

original body, straightening only as much as he felt was necessary. 

"Can't Daddy do it this time?" Carolyn asked. 

"Suit yourself." 

"Why are we going to church now anyway?" 

"So your father can pray for a new heater. Hurry up and get 

dressed." 

"I'll fix you up real nice," her father said placing a towel 

around her neck to protect her clothes. He carefully unraveled each 

patch of hair from its curler. His hands felt warm and gentle on 

Carolyn's scalp and she relaxed in his hands. Behind him, the hot 

comb warmed under one of the two pots of water boiling. Together 

with the oven, the hot steam warmed the rest of the house. The only 

smell present was the acrid smell of burning hair and grease. It was 

at once awful and so familiar that she could not imagine a kitchen 

without those lingering odors. They were the only smells to survive 

the winter's takeover of the Hicks household. Every other distinct 

aroma had been wiped out by the successive heater breakdowns--the 

rose petal potpourri, the lavender soap, the cinnamon sticks and 

curry were all lifted out through the drafts when the heater wasn't 

producing the warmth necessary to overcome the wind. It took 

weeks to gather up all of the house's natural odors once the heater 

was fixed, except for the hair, that endured even the longest period 

without heat. 
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"Hold still now," Earl said as he slowly worked the hot comb 

through the hair closest to the scalp. He did not disturb the curl at 

the ends and concentrated his efforts the parts that had turned back 

to it natural condition. 

"This year, Marie, we ought to think seriously about buying a 

house down home," Earl said. 

"What?" Her mother called out from inside the bedroom. 

"I said, I've been thinking that we should look at some house 

this year when we are down home," he raised his voice. 

Marie Hicks walked into the kitchen wearing a wool maroon 

suit and a silk blouse. Here we go. "Please don't start this now," she 

said, pouring herself a cup of coffee. She sat down at the table 

facing of Carolyn and Earl. 

"Now is the perfect time. This life up here is killing us," He 

said pointing to the stove. 

"At least in New York they don't say hello and when are you 

leaving in one sentence." 

"Here, nobody bothers to say anything unless it's an insult. 

Down home, they don't know what to do with you unless they know 

you but at least they're polite. Besides, I think Carolyn could benefit 

from life down South. She needs to grow up someplace where she's 

able to run around and play, someplace not so stifling." 

"So she can grow up to talk about everybody and do nothing like 

your sisters? They had the best kind of environment, right?" 

To her surprise, he let it pass. "What I mean is, there's nothing 

like helping out on a farm to give a child a feeling of belonging," he 

said. 
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"We go through this every year. You take out your caulk gun and 

start this unrelenting mission to fill every small hole and crack in 

the house. And when that doesn't work you start going off about 

moving down home. What's the point, Earl? We're never going 

anywhere. Our jobs are here, our lives are here." Marie resumed 

drinking her coffee and looked at Carolyn for the first time since 

that morning. 

"She's all right. She's just growing up, that takes some 

adjustment, that's all." Marie noticed that the small mounds on her 

daughter's chest were not mere baby fat, but the beginnings of 

breasts. She was starting to form hips, roundness stretched the 

fabric of her dress. She will be starting her period soon. Girls were 

getting pregnant earlier and earlier. Marie saw them on her way to 

work, pushing baby carriages, their milk-heavy breasts bulging out 

from underneath tight sweaters, their bodies already beginning to 

stoop from the burden of rearing children. Thank goodness Carolyn 

knew better than to get mixed up in a whole lot of mess. 

The hair grease on the hot comb sizzled as he passed it through 

the tightly curled hair around the edges of Carolyn's head. When he 

was finished, strips of completely straightened hair were standing 

up in clumps around the circumference of her head like a crown and 

on top, the partially straightened curls were becoming limp in the 

steam. 

While rummaging around the house for barrettes to put the 

finishing touches on Carolyn's hair, her father came a cross a box of 

old pictures. He placed a stack s on the kitchen table in front of 
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Carolyn then he spread them out on the table. "Look at that," he 

picked out a picture of himself as a young man, sitting on a tractor, 

wearing a pair of jeans and a long sleeve shirt. "Can you believe it 

was January when I took this picture?" Carolyn shook her head, but 

she was more shocked by the size of his afro than the absence of 

snow. 

Out of all her father's old pictures, Carolyn's favorite was the 

one of her grandparent's house. It was a black and white photograph, 

cracked and faded. She could still make out most of the picture. The 

house was a small, brick building with a large front yard. Two trees 

stood in the right side of the house, and one big tree shaded the 

entire backyard, spreading over the roof. In the background, a 

wooden building her father identified as the tobacco barn, sat, dark 

and ghostly. She wanted to visit this place herself, she wanted to go 

barefoot all day and run through the grass. She rarely ever came in 

contact with grass without a barrier. Her parents never let her walk 

around the park without her shoes and her mother always made them 

spread a blanket down before they sat anywhere. "You never can tell 

what's on the ground around here," she said. Once, Carolyn was 

racing her friend in Roosevelt Park and she stepped on a piece of 

broken glass. It cut right through her skips. She had to go to the 

emergency room and she couldn't walk on that foot for a week. 

"You're done." Carolyn's father removed the towel. He put on 

his suit jacket and turned off the stove and oven. Her parents did 

not say anything as they prepared to leave for church. They Carolyn 

went into her room and pretended to look for her coat. This was 

God's last chance to prove himself. She heard her father honk the 
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horn. Carolyn put on her coat, locked the door. She didn't stop hoping 

until the car pulled out of the driveway. 

* * * * 

Carolyn looked out the school bus window as it passed through 

town. Her bus passed seemingly endless rows of connected houses 

like her own. They had the same architecture, one or two story, 

brick facing, interrupted briefly by strips of all-for-a-dollar stores, 

pizza joints, laundromats and delis. The store fronts were also 

connected. Everything was connected except for the streams of dark 

faces huddled against the cold on their morning commute to work. 

Their faces contrasted so heavily with the pale aftermath of the 

weekend storm that they looked, to Carolyn, like paper dolls that 

were given the wrong outfits and placed in an inappropriate 

background. It occurred to her that maybe God had made a mistake 

and put her in the wrong setting and given her the wrong body. Maybe 

that was why she was invisible, she wasn't in the right place. She 

prayed on the bus, as hard as she could without calling attention to 

herself, for God to show her where she belonged and who she really 

was and if he could, to do it quickly. 

See saw the three girls who smoked during recess get off the 

bus together. Carolyn and her friends called them The Outlaws behind 

their backs because they looked like a gang of outlaws from the old 

westerns. All three girls rode into school on the same bus. Carolyn 

watched them walk to home room together, shoulder to shoulder, 

their eyes in front of them, not caring what anyone else said or did. 

The crowded hallway parted before them. Carolyn knew that their 

names were Lisa, Terri, and Sherice, but she didn't know which one 
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was which. They dressed alike, in what Carolyn's mother called "boy 

clothes"--Lee jeans, button down shirts, bomber jackets and Adidas 

sneakers. They had similar hair styles. No curls and barrettes like 

Carolyn's hair. Their hair was short and pulled back, like a man's 

conk or with one bang in the front, the rest pulled back in a 

rubberband and topped with Kango hats or baseball caps. People had 

a hard time telling them apart even though each girl had distinct 

features: one girl was an inch or two taller than the other two, she 

had dark brown skin and a round, almost innocent face, the other was 

a little heavier, with big, brown piercing eyes and a knowing smile 

and the last one was lighter skinned and had a distant look in her 

eyes. 

The girls were obviously different than the other sixth 

graders. They seemed to command more space than everybody else. 

They were taller and their bodies were more developed, but there 

was more to it than that. Carolyn couldn't put her finger on what was 

the difference but everyone else felt it too. The boys never bothered 

The Outlaws. None of the other girls were spared their relentless 

teasing about breasts, and snapping the straps of the girls' training 

bras. The teachers even let them do what they wanted. They were 

never asked for their passes when they walked down the hall 

between classes or anything. 

No one had ever seen them before that fall. Since they never 

talked to anyone, there were all kinds of rumors floating around 

school about who they were and were they came from. Some kids 

said that they heard that the girls were really fourteen years old. 

They had gotten left back so many times that they had to go to 
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another school to start over. Another rumor was that they were 

kicked out of their old school for having sex with a teacher. A 

different version of the same story was that all three were pregnant 

and were sent away. A different story was that they were in a 

special program in reform school that allowed them to go to 

Rosedale Elementary School during the day and went back at night. 

Carolyn watched them during recess. She pretended to play 

hopscotch nearby handball court, mentally taking notes on what they 

did and how they dressed. Every day a different member pulled out a 

long, thin cigarette from the inside pocket of her bomber jacket, and 

a lighter from the back of her Lee jeans, lit the cigarette, took a 

puff and passed it on. The tall one, whispered something in the other 

girls' ears. All three girls walked around to the other side of the 

hand ball court wall where Carolyn couldn't see them. She moved 

closer, pretending to have dropped something. She walked over to 

where they were standing but she couldn't find them. Then, she felt 

a hand grab her shoulder. 

She turned around to find the three girls, all wearing 

sunglasses, looking at her. 

"Did you find it?" asked the heavier girl. Her hat was pulled 

down over her forehead. 

"What?" Carolyn was surprised to hear her own voice. 

"You were looking for something, right?" Carolyn nodded. "So, 

did you find it?" 

"Leave her alone, Terri," said the tall one. 

"So you didn't really lose anything did you?" 
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"Uh-huh, I had a ball and it rolled over here, but I just can't 

find it." Carolyn said. The girls burst out into laughter. 

"You didn't have no ball," Terri put her arm around Carolyn's 

shoulders and looked at the others, "but she sure tried though, didn't 

she?" They nodded. The tall one passed the light-skinned girl the 

cigarette. Carolyn looked at the cigarette out of the corner of her 

eye, something bothered her, but she put it out of her mind and tried 

to gather her nerves. 

"You like to watch us, huh? That makes you a--Lisa," She 

looked at the light-skinned girl, "what was that word you said the 

other day?" 

"Oh, right, um, wait a minute." She paused for a moment, 

stifling giggles. "Voyeur. Is that right? Yeah, that's it." 

"So, you're a voyeur aren't you? What's your name, voyeur?" 

"Carolyn." The other girls laughed. 

"All right, Carolyn, how'd you like to stop being a watcher and 

start being a doer?" 

"Aw, Terri, leave her alone." The tall girl stepped over in front 

Terri. "She don't know what's going on." 

"That's alright, Sherice, she doesn't have to know," Terri said, 

pushing her out of the way with her arm. "We're going for a walk. 

Right Carolyn?" 

"I think it's a mistake," Sherice said. 

Terri removed her arm from Carolyn's shoulder and walked up 

to Sherice. "Carolyn," she said, still looking at Sherice, "We are going 

to slip through the fence and walk to the candy store and come back 

before the bell rings; do you want to come?" 
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Carolyn said, "Sure," as if cutting out of school was the most 

natural thing in the world. 

"Good," Terri said. 

Sherice pressed her lips together, looked at Carolyn for a 

second and walked over to the six foot iron fence. This was what 

Carolyn had been waiting for. This was going to be easy. Carolyn 

checked her pockets to make sure she had money for candy. She 

watched as Lisa and Sherice slipped through a space in the fence 

made by a missing bar. "Go ahead and hold your breath as you go 

through," Terri said. It was a tight fit, but Carolyn managed to 

squeeze through the space. 

"Get down, stupid!" Sherice said, pulling on he sleeve. They 

crouched down until they were a half a block away from the school. 

The girls walked silently, in a line along the narrow, salted paths 

made in the snow by the nearby shop keepers and residents. As they 

moved farther away from the school, Carolyn realized that Terri was 

about her same height, in fact, none of them were as tall as she 

originally thought. 

They arrived at the store and Sherice turned to her, "Don't say 

anything stupid," she said and they walked in. Carolyn immediately 

walked over to the rack of potato chips and picked up a bag. Lisa and 

Sherice put a three cans of soda, a few candy bars and a bag of chips 

on the counter, Terri stood at the door next to the guard. Carolyn 

waited on line behind them, her money in hand for the bag of chips. 

This was easy, they would be back to school before anyone noticed 

they left. 
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Then, everything slowed down, like she was watching slow

motion playback. Carolyn saw Sherice hand the clerk a ten dollar 

bill and walk away from the counter without getting any change, 

stuffing the soda and candy in her coat. Sherice shot her a look that 

said shut up, before she could point out that she didn't pick up her 

change. Carolyn put her quarter down for the chips. The clerk 

nodded to the security guard. Carolyn looked over and saw the 

security guard hand Terri five, rolled joints from a small bag that he 

kept by his foot. Terri put the joints in the inside pocket of her coat. 

Lisa and Sherice moved toward the door. Oh shit, oh shit, what now? 

"Hey. You want anything else?" The clerk's sharp voice startled 

Carolyn into real time again. She walked out of the store, head 

down, holding to the bag of potato chips in her pocket. The three 

girls walked ahead of her, laughing, eating candy bars and throwing 

snow balls. They seemed to have forgotten Carolyn was there. 

Carolyn's mouth was dry and she was sweating. Her heart raced so 

fast she thought it was going to jump out of her body. 

Carolyn could see the school playground. She was surprised to 

that recess was still going on. Carolyn felt like they had been gone 

for years. They crouched down and hurried over to the gap in the 

bars. "Go ahead, Voyeur," Terri said. 

Carolyn didn't feel like a voyeur, she didn't feel like anything. 

Her whole body was shaking. She was so worried about getting 

caught that halfway back through fence, she forgot to inhale. 

Carolyn was stuck between the bars. 

"Fuck! Move your fat ass before we all get in trouble," Lisa 

said, pushing her. 
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Carolyn heard Sherice say, "I told you, we should have never 

taken her with us. I told you." Sherice gave her a violent push, 

sending her shoulder into the bar. Carolyn let out a scream. 

"Shut up Sherice! You're going to make things worse." Terri 

leaned over next to Carolyn's ear, "Take a deep breath and work your 

way through the gap." Carolyn did followed Terri's instructions, 

moving her body through the fence. 

Someone must have seen them or heard Carolyn scream because 

there was a small army of curious students and angry teachers 

making their way across the playground. She heard Lisa yell, "Run!" 

before she actually saw them coming towards her. The girls took of, 

leaving Carolyn to deal with the aftermath. 

Carolyn stood near the fence, her shoulder throbbed with pain. 

The story of what happened buzzed through the crowd. Carolyn saw 

the chain of laughter, as each person heard how she had gotten stuck 

in the fence. At that moment, Carolyn felt a thin crack forming 

inside her. It started at the base of her throat and continued into 

the pit of her stomach. She was not invisible. The spell was broken, 

she was very much in sight of everyone. God had betrayed her, 

punished her and now she was the sum of her own ugliness, fat and 

stupid. 

The principal called her mother from work to pick her up from 

school. Carolyn was sentenced to two days in-school detention. "We 

haven't had any problems before this incident, Mrs. Hicks. I don't 

know what the problem is. Do you?" the principal leaned forward 

across his desk as if Carolyn's mother was about to reveal some 

horrible secret. 
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"My husband and I will deal with her," Carolyn's mother said 

standing up, pulling Carolyn toward the door. 

"I've seen it before Mrs. Hicks. A good student gets mixed up in 

the wrong crowd and--" 

"Yes, I understand. Thank you for your time Mr. Davidson," she 

said glaring down at Carolyn. 

The ride home was the worst part. Carolyn's mother drove ten 

miles above the speed limit, stopping short at every light and 

turning corners so fast Carolyn held onto the dashboard. Carolyn's 

mother looked straight ahead entire ride, her mouth was clamped 

shut and her long, light brown fingers gripped the steering wheel so 

hard, Carolyn thought she was going to pull it out of the car with 

each turn. "Do you know that when the school called my job, my boss 

answered? Do you know what kind of position you've put me in? That 

scraggly white man can barely believe that I can stand up on two 

feet, let alone raise a child that's not a hoodlum." 

Carolyn's shoulder was still throbbing. She didn't mean for all 

of this to happen. She was stupid to think that she was invisible. 

She wasn't anything. Tears streamed down her face despite her 

efforts to hold them back. "I'm sorry. It's all my fault, I'm sorry." 

She told her mother the whole story about the pack of cigarettes 

under her bed, about the Outlaws, everything except about the pot. 

They pulled up into the driveway. Her mother turned to her. 

"Ok, ok, stop crying." She handed Carolyn a tissue. "Now you forget 

about those girls do you hear me?" 

"But they'll be in detention with me--" 
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"I said forget about them. Ignore them, pretend that they never 

existed. Serve the detention and go on like it never happened," she 

paused, "Maybe your father was right about going down home," her 

mother said as they left the car. 

Carolyn followed her mother inside the house. The house was 

still cold, but fortunately the temperature had warmed up a little. 

The first thing her mother did was turn on the stove. Her father 

came home moments later. 

"What happened?" Carolyn's father said, rushing over to her. 

"Are you ok?" He was out of breath. 

"She's fine, Earl." 

"The school called and left me a message at work and told me 

to come right away, but I didn't get back to the office until late. 

What's going on?" Carolyn's mother told him about being caught 

sneaking into the school yard. 

"Is that all?" He sat back in his seat and let out a small laugh. 

"It's not funny Earl." If it had been anybody else, Carolyn might 

have double over in laughter herself. 

"I'm just relieved that's all. I imagined all kinds of things 

coming over here. I thought it was something horrible, something 

unfixable." He put his head in his hands. "Thank God that's all it 

was." 

They all sat in the kitchen, not talking to each other. Carolyn's 

mother made herself a pot of coffee, her father read the paper. 

Carolyn took out her homework. Just as they settled down to the 

hum of the refrigerator, the new heater arrived. 
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INFLATION 

Lenora Barnett poured the whole pot of coffee down the drain. 

It was weak and tasteless--the worst pot of coffee she had ever 

made and the last left in the house. She reminded herself to add 

coffee to her growing grocery list. Everything took money and they 

needed so much. Jackie needed eye glasses, thank god Medicaid was 

going to pay for that. The truck needed to be fixed. She didn't know 

what she would do if the truck went. Lenora read the shopping list 

again and wrapped the belt of her terry cloth robe around the her 

hand, while she added up figures in her head. She needed to save 

some, too. If she put some money aside she could afford to buy her 

kids a few nice things. Maybe she could get them some new clothes 

for the start of school instead of having to rely on hand-me-downs 

from relatives. She had hated hand-me-downs as a child. They 

smelled like stale bread. She twisted her belt and stared at the list, 

juggling figures in her head, but no matter how she worked it, there 

wasn't enough money. 

She rinsed out her coffee cup and went into the hallway. 

"William! Jackie! Come on. It's time for breakfast," she said, and 

continued down the hall to her bedroom and dressed. When she 



emerged 15 minutes later, Willie was in the kitchen, kneeling in a 

chair and gripping a gallon of milk with both hands, concentrating on 

his bowl of cereal. 

"Mornin', " Lenora said, pulling a newspaper ad she saved from 

the drawer. "Where's your sister?" They heard the bathroom door 

slam so hard the walls of the house shook. 

"Bathroom," Willie said. 

"What is her problem this morning?" Willie shrugged and ate a 

spoonful of cereal. 

Jackie walked into the kitchen wearing a blue baseball cap, a 

white t-shirt and red shorts. She walked past them, opened the 

cupboard and grabbed a bowl. 

Lenora put her hands on her hips and said, "I know you're not 

going to walk right past me and not say anything." 

"Hi," she said. Jackie sat down at the table and made a bowl of 

cereal. "Hi, Runt." She smacked Willie over the head with her beat

up baseball cap. 

"Quit hittin' me." Willie rubbed the spot where Jackie hit him. 

"Momma, did you see what she did?" Lenora hated that cap, it made 

Jackie look like a boy. "Where are the earrings I bought you?" Lenora 

said. 

"Inside, on the dresser," Jackie said. 

"Well, do you think you could wear them every once in a 

while?" 

"Why, we going somewhere?" 

"We're going to get you some eyeglasses." 
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Jackie put down her spoon. "I thought you said I didn't have to 

get any." 

"No, I said the store in town didn't have nice frames." Lenora 

pulled out the advertisement for Pearl Vision Center from the paper 

and showed it to Jackie. "Look at this. I bet they have some nice 

frames and they're having a sale." 

"I don't need glasses." 

"Your teacher said--" 

"She doesn't know what she's talking about. I don't know why 

you listen to her anyway, she's just a substitute until Ms. Williams 

comes back from having her baby. " Jackie jammed a spoonful of 

cereal in her mouth. "All we ever do is sit there and read." 

"It wouldn't hurt for you to pick up a book now and then." 

"I read all the time," Willie said, scooping up the last of his 

cereal. 

"Shut up, runt," Jackie said. 

"Look you two, I'm going inside to put on my makeup. Now, I 

want the kitchen clean and both of you ready to go in 1 0 minutes. 

Jackie, that means you too." 

Lenora watched as Jackie got up from the table and left her 

bowl in the sink. "And put some lotion on your knees. You look like 

you don't know what lotion is," Lenora said. Jackie was twelve 

years old and already she matched Lenora's five foot, five inches in 

height, her body erupting underneath her baggy shirts and loose 

shorts. She was becoming a woman faster than Lenora could catch 

up with her. Lenora observed her daughter's metamorphosis with 

mixed emotions. On one hand, Lenora was relieved. Jackie's lack of 
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attention to boys and makeup could be a sign that she was holding 

onto the last moments of childhood, somehow sensing the 

overwhelming task of adulthood that followed. On the other hand, 

she worried that Jackie was secretly ashamed of her developing 

body, using boy's clothes to hide herself. Lenora feared Jackie was 

slipping away from her, growing in· directions she could not control. 

She felt that she should be giving Jackie tools to help her through 

life. She wanted Jackie to be taught different lessons than she had 

been taught. She wanted her to feel like she could do or be anything 

in the world. 

When Lenora was twelve own mother, gin drunk and falling 

over, had one piece of advice for her, "Keep your legs shut and your 

dress-tail down." Her mother's words were an act of sabotage, a 

deliberate effort to keep make her ashamed of her own flesh. 

Lenora never met her maternal grandmother, but she knew from 

stories that she was very religious. Her aunts said that all 

information about sex or other immoral doings were blotted out of 

the Johnson household and Lenora's mother kept the same code of 

ignorance for her children. Lenora was convinced that her parents 

were keeping something very precious from her, stopping her 

discovery of the magic she was sure lived in the sexual union of 

bodies. And on her wedding night, the first time Lenora lifted her 

skirt and spread her thighs around a man's hips she thought she was 

embracing rebellion. But all she was left with was the smell of his 

cum and sweat and a throbbing pain between her legs. She realized 

that sex was not magical and her body could be entered and forgotten 

with a turn of a shoulder. Lenora then understood why her mother 
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took refuge in a gin bottle, and cursed the god that he gave her three 

girl children. 

* * * 

It was hot. In between pop songs the radio said it was a 

scorching 100 degrees. There hadn't been a June this hot in years. 

Lenora had to keep a towel in the car to protect her left arm against 

the sun's rays. If she had all the money in the world, she'd buy 

herself a van with air-conditioning and a good stereo. She sang with 

the radio, tapping out a rhythm on the steering wheel, thinking that 

she wanted a garage for the van, not a carport. Everybody had 

carports, but only a few could afford a closed-in garage. Lenora 

turned the radio up and sung along, hoping to forget the heat and the 

carports littered among the fields. The intensity of the heat made 

the road look like it was melting before her eyes and her truck made 

a knocking noise as it labored in the sun. The noise came from 

underneath the hood, above the radio and called for her attention. She 

stopped singing for a moment and thought, what could this be now? 

Lenora stopped for gas. She noticed that the sky was getting 

overcast and the air felt more humid than when they had left a half 

and hour ago. Willie got out of the truck and Jackie leaned over the 

side. "Jackie go inside and get you and your brother something," she 

said Jackie took the money and jumped down from the back of the 

truck. "C'mon, " she said, grabbing her little brother by the hand. 

Jackie's knees looked like they were rubbed with chalk. 

A tan Lincoln Continental pulled up to the other side of the 

pump. Inside the car was, Darryl Smalls, the only Black dentist in 

the area, and his wife and kids. Lenora knew more about Darryl than 
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she ever wanted to know because his wife, Ida, was one of the 

regular customers at Mae's, the beauty salon where she worked. For 

instance, she knew he wore false teeth, and he used shampoo tonic 

that smelled like stale beer that he believed kept his hair from 

falling out. She also knew that he made sixty thousand dollars a year 

at his practice. 

"Hey there, Lenora." Ida waved at Lenora from the passenger's 

side. 

"Hi, Mrs. Smalls," Lenora said. Ida Smalls had a Jherri Curl 

that made her look like she had some kind of greasy poodle on her 

head. "That Jherri Curl we did for you sure fits your face," Lenora 

said. 

Ida beamed. "You think so?" She looked at her husband, who 

was standing on the other side of Lenora. "Darryl doesn't like it. He 

don't like anything I do with my hair." Darryl nodded hello to Lenora, 

his eyes lingered on her figure for a moment, and he went back to 

quietly studying the gas pump. 

"Well, that how husbands are sometimes," Lenora said. She 

looked at Darryl Smalls for the first time close up. He was 

handsome in a certain way. He had graying, wavy hair, light brown 

skin and hazel eyes. She thought that he must have been quite a 

catch at one time. She knew that some women would sleep with a 

man like Darryl for his money, but she could never do it. 

She said her good-byes to Ida as she walked into the station to 

pay for the gas. "Let me get the door for you, Lenora." Darryl Smalls 

was standing behind her. He had a smooth grin that showed his 
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teeth. He stood a little too close, not enough to call attention to 

himself, but enough for Lenora to feel his presence. 

"Why thank you." She watched him in the store. He moved with 

an ease, a confidence she never noticed before. She didn't notice 

much about him while she was sweeping up hair and he came to pick 

Ida up from the beauty parlor. They stood on line together at the 

counter. 

"How are you and the kids doing?" His eyes traveled from her 

breasts to her face. 

"Well, we're hanging on, Mr. Smalls." 

"Now, you know my name is Darryl. Don't insult me now," he 

said. His mouth turned up at the edge in a curious smile that had not 

been there when he was with his wife at the gas pump. 

"Ok, Darryl, we're doing fine," she said. 

He leaned forward and looked directly at her mouth. "You know, 

I was just telling Ida that y'all could probably use some help out at 

your place." Darryl didn't flinch or stumble over those words at all. 

"Here's my card," he said and handed her a small business card with 

his name and office number on the front, pressing the card in her 

hand. Shameless. 

Shit, if he was going to be so bold, she might as well match 

him. "Well, you know, come to think of it, there are a couple of 

things that need fixing that I don't have the money for right now." 

Lenora took the card and paid for her gas. 

"Anything happen over at your place that I can help with, you 

call me at work. I'm there every afternoon, even on the weekends. 

We'll work something out," he said as she left. Ida was breaking up 
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a fight between two kids. Jackie and Willie were waiting for her in 

the truck. Lenora put thoughts about Darryl out of her mind. 

Later on, when they were back on the road she laughed out 

loud. 

"What you laughin' at, Momma?" Willie asked. 

"Nothing. Just some silly nothing I was thinking about that's 

all." She remembered how, about a month after Henry died, some of 

Warsaw, North Carolina's most respected Black male citizens came 

to her door. Each one leaning in close as they asked if she needed 

"help," their feet shifting from side to side and their eyes darting 

around to see if anybody recognized them or their cars. She told 

them she didn't need anything right then. They nodded and turned to 

walk down the front steps, hands in their pockets. 

It didn't seem right. Henry wasn't even cold yet. Sometimes 

she regretted sending them away. Henry didn't take out any 

insurance and there were so many payments to make. And she didn't 

know what she was going to do if the truck died. 

Lenora wanted to stop working for Mae and dealing with all of 

her customers. Mae paid her off the books and it wasn't so bad if she 

didn't have to wash their hair. As long as she was sweeping up or 

taking appointments, she was fine. Soon as they sat down in the 

chair and put their heads back in the sink they wanted to know her 

business. 

"How are you getting along without a man in the house?" some 

of the women asked, looking up at Lenora's young body from the 

wash-sink--their hair gray and damaged from too much coloring-

and wondered where their husband's went at night. "It's been almost 
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two years since Henry passed. Maybe you ought to think about 

settling down again." Lenora smiled, remembering to watch her 

temper and steered the conversation away from her personal life. 

She hated people in her business and Mae's customers seemed to live 

for the news and stories that buzzed around the shop. 

Working at Mae's was better than waiting tables. There was 

nothing worse than waiting tables at a truck stop--the grease, the 

long hours, the truckers pawing at her every minute. Even 

waitressing had it's good side; that's how she met Henry. He was 

different. He came into the diner with his skin looking so dark and 

smooth against his white t-shirt and wide chest and muscular arms, 

every woman in the room stopped to watch him sit down. What 

attracted Lenora was that he had such a quiet voice. He sat down, 

ordered pancakes and eggs in his slow and quiet way. He was the 

most calm, thoughtful man she had ever met. All the men in her 

family were loud, angry, sometimes dangerous, but not Henry. He 

was always wrapped up in his own thoughts. He would sit in the 

same spot for hours just looking out the window. Their marriage 

was pretty good as far as she was concerned--he brought home good 

money; he didn't beat her or the children; he was on the road for long 

stretches so they didn't get on each others nerves, but he was around 

enough for the kids to have some time with him--perfect. 

Henry never said much. She was the one who talked about 

leaving the South and seeing the country. He listened and agreed 

there were lots of nice places to live in America and he'd seen most 

of them. 
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After twenty years of being a trucker with a near-perfect 

record, they found him pinned in a ditch underneath the jackknifed 

tractor. He was killed instantly. The trucking company said he was 

going in the wrong direction. He was traveling north when he was 

scheduled to pick up a load three hundred miles west of where they 

found him. That's when she knew he was leaving. 

She checked their bank account and half the money was gone. 

All that time he spent looking out the window he was planning and 

scheming a way out. She was the one that wanted something better 

than Duplin County. She was the one that wanted to take off on a 

winter evening, leave for a better life never to be seen from again, 

not Henry. She was left with the surprise, shock and anger that he 

had tried it first. If he hadn't tried it and failed, she might have 

made it. He left her with two kids who thought he was a saint--a 

son who was just like him and a daughter who didn't listen to a word 

she said. 

* * * 

Jackie Barnett was sitting in the back of her father's old pick

up listening to her mother sing in the June heat. Her mother could be 

so stupid sometimes. Lenora waved as they passed people walking 

along the road or sitting in their front yards. Jackie would have 

waved too but she wasn't in the mood. There was nothing wrong with 

her eyes. It was all her dumb teacher's fault. What did she know? 

All she ever did was sit behind her desk, reading some trashy 

romance novel while the rest of the class had to read out of their 

books. Jackie didn't remember her ever looking up long enough to 

notice that she needed glasses or not. Jackie's mother believed 
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everything her teachers said, even when it wasn't true. Teachers 

tended to say a lot of things that weren't true, like that she was 

disruptive in class. She wasn't disruptive because there was nothing 

going on in class to disrupt. It was all a pack of lies. 

Grownups were always lying. Her father told her he was going 

to take her horse back riding. "I'm working on a way to take you 

riding, maybe even get you your own horse," he said and then 

launched into his story about horses. Jackie heard the story so many 

times she knew it by heart. He told the story real slow, like he was 

thinking of just the right words, but he said it exactly the same way 

every time. 

He said, "I used to deal with horses when I was a teenager 

working every summer over at the Keenan's farm. Me and this other 

fellow, Tim Madison, took care of the ~vestock while Keenan and the 

crew worked the tobacco fields. It was the first time I ever worked 

along side a white person and he wasn't the boss. We were equals-

equally sweating, equally getting dogged out by Keenan. We got 

along pretty good too. 

"Well, Keenan had two beautiful mares. I don't know where he 

got them, but they weren't workhorses, they were long, sleek 

racehorses. Tim said he thought they were around five or six years 

old. It was a shame for Keenan to waste those fine animals like that. 

I forgot whose idea it was, but when Keenan and his family went off 

to church, me and Tim would sneak out to the farm and ride for a 

couple of hours then put the horses back before they came returned. 

"One day, me and Tim lost track of time and we were late 

putting the horses back. Keenan was just driving up as we came back. 
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It would have been all right too, but Keenan's car backfired coming 

into the drive and scared my horse. We took off right through the 

tobacco field. I couldn't even feel the tobacco stalks hitting my legs. 

It was as if were riding above the field. Horses are beautiful 

animals, real spiritual. When you're riding, if you concentrate, and 

try to make a connection with the horse, you can move like one 

entity. There's nothing like it in the world. I lost my job, but I 

never forgot the horses. It broke my heart when I had to take 

those animals back." 

That was the only story he ever told her. She fell for the 

buying-you-a-horse thing for years. She waited for him to come 

home from his jobs in anticipation that he was going to bring her a 

pony in the back of his rig. When she was about nine she gave up 

hoping for the pony and settled to listening to his voice as he told 

the story. She sat on his lap and closed her eyes and imagined her 

father riding as he talked. When he died, that's the only thing she 

remembered about him, his voice. She tried to picture his face after 

he died, but she couldn't. She stared at the photos of him and then 

she closed her eyes, trying to memorize his face, but it always 

faded. Everyday, when it faded she went back to look at it again, 

until, she forgot to go back and look. At first a whole day would go 

by sometimes when she didn't remember to look at the picture, then 

a whole week. She hadn't looked at his picture in a month. The best 

one was her parent's wedding picture. Her father was wearing a 

white tuxedo and her mother had on a white dress that came to her 

knees. Jackie's mother said she sang at her own wedding. 
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They pulled up to the mall parking lot. The cool air

conditioning of the mall was a welcome relief from the heat. It was 

the first time Jackie had ever been to a store where they sell eye 

glasses and nothing else. When they walked in, Jackie squinted from 

the glare of the fluorescent lights bouncing off the mirrored walls 

behind the rows of eye glass frames of all kinds of shapes and sizes. 

Jackie had never seen so many eye glasses in one place before in her 

life. Next to the glasses there were big posters of white people 

wearing glasses. Jackie recognized the names Jordache and Gucci. 

Behind the counter there was a doorway covered by a black curtain 

leading into a back office with lots of scientific looking equipment. 

In front of the office stood a salesman with light brown hair that 

looked pasted to the sides of his head. 

"Can I help you?" he said. He talked really fast like he had a 

line of customers waiting, but Jackie and her mother were the only 

ones in the store. 

"I would like to get a pair of glasses for my daughter," her 

mother said, nodding in her direction. Jackie recognized her mother's 

telephone voice. She used it on bill collectors, teachers, social 

workers and mostly any white people she dealt with for the first 

time, but she always used it when she answered the phone. Jackie 

and her mother were ushered into the examination room. The room 

was dark and mysterious. There were lots of instruments and things 

that Jackie had never seen before. A tall man in a white coat pulled a 

large machine in front of her and asked Jackie to read a bunch of 

letters that were projected on the wall. It looked like the 

submarine telescopes she saw in the movies. The doctor didn't have 
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the glazed over eyes of the man behind the counter. He had a deep, 

soothing voice and he explained that Jackie was slightly nearsighted 

and that she should wear her glasses all the time. 

They went back to the man behind the counter. He immediately 

pulled out a drawer from the cabinet behind the counter. The drawer 

was filled with heavy, plastic frames that were tangled together. 

"You can put those away, Medicaid is paying for it," Jackie's mother 

said. 

"These are the welfare glasses," the man said. 

Lenora didn't drive sixty miles in the searing heat to buy her 

daughter those big ugly things. She should have known that nothing 

decent was going to come out of welfare. She and her kids couldn't 

go to the doctor right there in Warsaw, she had to drive a good fifty 

miles to the nearest hospital and sit in the clinic all day. The 

welfare office was thirty miles from her house. All that riding up 

and down on the road liked to tear up her old Chevy and if that truck 

broke down she didn't know what she would do. 

"So, what are you going to do?" he asked. Not this time. She 

wasn't going to settle for anything less than what she came there 

for. She said, "I'll pay with a check. There is no way I'm going to let 

my daughter walk around in those big ugly things. You're still 

running that sale right?" Lenora reached into her bag and pulled out 

her wallet. Darryl's business card almost fell out and she stuck it 

back into the card slot. 

"Yes," he sighed and closed the drawer. "What would you like to 

see?" Lenora made him show them almost every frame in the store 

before deciding. The total after the discount was one hundred 
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twenty-seven dollars and fifty two cents, including the frames, 

lenses, eye-exam and sales tax. 

Jackie walked through the mall amazed at the strange newness 

of the world. With her new glasses everything seemed sharper than 

before and she took her time gazing at the flood of Magnolia Mall 

shoppers pushing towards her. The proportions, though more 

distinct, were slightly skewed. She compared the way they looked 

with her glasses on and again without them. 

"Come on Jackie," her mother said, holding Willie's hand. Her 

mother and brother walked a few paces in front of her, as Jackie 

looked around. She approached the escalator steps with caution, 

unsure of the height of the steps. 

She followed her mother and Willie out to the parking lot. 

Jackie stopped for a moment and saw a white woman in a Cadillac 

smack her kid who was already bawling her eyes out. She hurried up 

to catch up to her mother and Willie, but she was disoriented for a 

moment by the variety of shapes and colors of the cars and the 

enormity of the parking lot. 

She found them. Willie was sitting in the front seat and her 

mother was trying to start the truck, but it kept making a whirring 

and knocking noise. Her mother was cursing and hitting the steering 

wheel. Then she stopped and pulled out a business card from her 

wallet. Jackie decided to sit up front so that she could see where 

they were going in her new glasses. She walked over the passenger 

side and opened the door. A wall of hot, stale air greeted her as she 

tried to jump up into the cab. Her sneaker caught the edge of the 

door frame and she tripped, her knee landing on the floor. 
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"You better take care of them things, they cost a fortune," her 

mother said, opening up the door on the driver's side, still holding 

the business card in her hand. 
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PISTACHIOS 

A few months after the birth of my first baby, a friend of mine 

asked me what kind of hopes and dreams I had for my child. I 

promised myself at the beginning of the pregnancy that I would not 

start planning my baby's future before it was even born. Even so, I 

could not help but think about the incredible potential of the life I 

carried inside me. 

My mother had two miscarriages before my baby brother, 

Gabriel, was born. I was five years old and from my point of view it 

wasn't that big a deal. To my parents his birth was more momentous 

than the second coming. For years afterward they talked about what 

a miracle it was. My parents told friends and relatives, "Gabriel is 

such a miracle. We tried so hard to have another child. We didn't 

think it would ever happen. But God has his plan." 

I don't know what God's plan was, but I don't think he told my 

parents and my brother the same thing because through the years 

they never agreed on anything. 

Before Gabby grew up and announced that he wasn't going to 

have any kids, my father used to say, "Now I can rest peacefully 

knowing that the family name will be carried on." 



At first I thought he meant that he didn't sleep before Gabby 

was born. When I asked him he laughed and said, "No Baby Girl, that 

just means that when I'm old and gray I'll know that your new 

brother will have a family that will have the last name Michaels. 

Like your children will have the last name of your husband," he gave 

me a kiss and went into the freshly decorated nursery to take 

another look at his new son. 

This was the first time I had heard about me having a husband 

when I got older. Somehow I got it in my head that people didn't stay 

the same gender. I always thought that people started out one gender 

and then turned into the other gender later on. On a separate 

occasion, I asked my mother if I was right and she had given me her 

standard answer of, "Uh huh." 

But after talking to my father I was confused so I ran back to 

my mother, and asked her, "You said I was right, I'll get to be a boy." 

"What?" she sucked her teeth at me, "where do you get such 

foolishness?" 

"But you said before that I could," I said, "You said I was right." 

"Ruthy, can't you see I'm busy? Why don't you go check on your 

new brother?" 

I went inside and looked at him in his crib, sleeping. They 

replaced the old dull tan wall paper with blue and yellow teddy 

bears. As a matter of fact, everything was blue; there were blue 

curtains, blue crib, most of his clothes were blue or had some blue 

in it. He had blue toys, blue blankets. It was like they had arranged 

to move the sky inside for him. 
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Gabby didn't look like a miracle. He didn't even look real. He 

seemed more like one of my dolls than a person, only his eyes didn't 

automatically open when you picked him up. I looked around to make 

sure nobody was looking and I reached between the slats of the crib 

and I pinched him on the leg as hard as I could. 

* * * 

My mother told my brother and I stories about the 

circumstances of our births all the time, from the difficult labors to 

the joy of first holding us in her arms. "Ben and I always thought our 

first born would be a boy but we were so happy to see that you were 

healthy and normal that we couldn't wait to take you home." 

My mother often used the stories to distract me from things 

that I had to do but were frightening or painful like going to the 

doctor or straightening my hair. I especially liked the stories she 

told about the circumstances of our births, from the difficult labors 

to the joy of first holding us in her arms. She always started by 

putting her long light brown fingers on her belly, as if she could still 

feel us rumbling inside her. "You kicked so hard Ruthy, Ben and I 

thought you would certainly be a boy. We wanted our first born to be 

a boy but we were so happy to see that you were healthy and normal 

that we couldn't wait to take you home." 

My parents believed that children live up to their names--a 

weak name inevitably lead to a weak spirit. They named me Ruth in 

hopes that I would always be strong and faithful. 

As time passed they made plans for another child. This one, 

they hoped, would be a boy. They already had his name picked out, 

Gabriel. My mother said they thought it sounded solid, like a leader. 
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"Your father was a nervous mess both times. When I went into 

labor with you Ruthy, I thought he was going to wash away in sweat 

on the way to the hospital." 

My brother and I laughed at the image of our father ever being 

nervous at all. Our father was always calm, even when he was mad 

he didn't raise his voice. He was the same age as most of my 

friend's parents, although he seemed older. He said he came to the 

realization early on in life that a man's true strength is in the love 

of his family. 

My father told us stories about what it was like to grow up in 

the South during segregation, how he took part in the marches and 

protests even when he was a young boy and was arrested. "The 

police rounded up all of us children separate from the adults. They 

drove us out to a field and made us lie down on the gravel," He still 

had a little scar on his right cheek. 

"That mean old deputy pointed his rifle at us and said, 'The 

first pickaninny that moves gets his nappy head blown off.' None of 

us moved for a long time. I could hear other children crying. We all 

were. Finally, they let us go. I guess they just wanted to scare us 

from protesting, but it didn't work." He told us that story the same 

way each time--very slowly, like when he explained how to make 

something. 

He said we had it so easy compared to the way he grew up, 

"Most of the children running around here today don't know anything 

about what it was like back then. They run around with guns, 

shooting each other in the back. It makes me sick to see what's 

happened. We got lazy and stopped fighting and started wanting 
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everything the white man has. Look what it did, we took on all their 

diseases, that's what, like that anorexia and bulimia and being 

funny," he put his hand out palm-side down and twisted his wrist. 

"Like Uncle Gerald?" I asked. 

"I'm not talking about your Uncle Gerald." He hadn't talked 

about Uncle Gerald since he brought his boyfriend to Grandma's 

funeral the year before. She died on my tenth birthday. Hardly 

anybody spoke to Uncle Gerald that whole day. I knew he was Uncle 

Gerald's boyfriend because he held Uncle Gerald's hand all day and I 

never saw two men hold hands before, except in church, and that was 

only during prayer. 

"Gerald went away to one of those white schools, never been 

the same since," Dad said like he was talking to somebody else. 

"I'm not going away to a white school when I get bigger," Gabby 

said, in an effort to be a part of the conversation. 

My father laughed, "That's right. Not if I can help it." He picked 

up Gabby and tickled him. 

* * * 

Gabby was a beautiful baby. He had soft, round features, 

smooth dark brown skin and long, thick eyelashes. He looked like a 

smaller version of our mother. Everyone always mistook him for a 

girl, even as he got bigger. Although my father never actually said 

anything about it until Gabby was much older, it was clear that it 

made him uneasy. My father made sure that his hair was always cut 

short and bought him all kinds of clothes with little pictures of 

Superman and Spiderman on them. Gabby still looked like a little 

girl with short hair and boys clothes. 
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One time, soon after Grandma Michaels' funeral Gabby sneaked 

a bag of red pistachios from the kitchen. He had to hide them 

because he wasn't allowed to eat too many--he was always getting 

the red food coloring all over himself and everything he touched, 

leaving a little red trail of shells everywhere. This day, he came 

bouncing into the living room where I was reading a book. Somehow, 

he managed to get the red dye on his face so that it looked like he 

had on lipstick and blush. He had a big smile on his face, "Look 

Ruthy, I look just like Mommy." 

My father walked into the living room at that moment. He 

didn't say anything, just picked up what he came in for and left. 

From then on whenever we bought pistachios, they didn't have the 

red food coloring on them. 

* * * 

That same year, my parents bought a second car from the 

police auction. It was a station wagon, the kind with brown paneling 

fixed to the sides. My parents bought the car thinking that they 

would take us on countless trips in it. The car ran for two months 

before my father decided to start fixing it. He told my mother, 

"Fixing the car will be a good job for me and Gabriel to do together." 

"There's nothing wrong with that car," she said 

"It starts funny, you told me that yourself." 

"He's too young to be messing with cars, Ben." 

"Nonsense, it's just the thing he needs, you'll see." 

"Can I help too?" I was excited by the idea of learning how to 

fix cars. Maybe I could become the first woman mechanic in our 

town. I thought about having a garage with a whole bunch of cars in 
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the front with a huge sign on top that said Ruthy and Marta's Auto 

Shop. I imagined my best friend Marta leaning deep inside a car 

engine wearing a pair of overalls and with car grease on her face. 

"Sure, Baby Girl," he said on his way out the door, "Gabriel, put 

your shoes on like a big boy." 

I stopped Gabby on his way to his room. "Did Daddy tell you to 

be careful with the carbon monoxide?" He shook his head. I leaned 

over and whispered in his ear. "It's really dangerous stuff," I said. 

"It's black and it smells really bad and once it gets on you and if you 

don't get it off fast, you can die." 

"Yeah right." He walked past me but I could tell he was thinking 

about it. Gabby didn't last five minutes in that garage before he 

disappeared back into the house, crying, "Yuk, Ma! I got noxide on 

me!" 

My father shook his head and called into the house, "Dammit, 

Elaine you baby him too much. Next thing you know, he'll be afraid to 

step outside." He scrambled from his position underneath the car. 

"I guess that leaves us to finish it, Dad." 

He stopped on his way to the door and picked up a screwdriver 

instead, "Yeah, I guess it does." 

We spent the rest of the afternoon in the garage trying to fix 

the car. He tried to explain what he was doing and I tried to find it 

interesting. The more he talked about gaskets and caps and currents 

the more I wished I hadn't scared Gabby away. 

We talked a little, "How's school Baby Girl?" 

"Fine, except my math teacher is so mean, everybody hates 

her." 
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"Is that right? What makes her so mean?" 

"She gives homework every night, even if it's a holiday and she 

gives pop quizzes all the time." 

He laughed and said, "Well, that's what teachers are supposed 

to do." He strained to reach a stubborn screw. 

We didn't say much to each other. He asked me for certain 

tools, most of them he had to find himself anyway because I didn't 

know what they were. I stood around watching him look at the 

insides of the car. 

Eventually he said, "Go inside and ask your brother if he wants 

to come outside." 

I thought with Gabby there, I would at least have someone to 

pick on. 

I found him in his room sitting next to a box of toys surrounded 

by some of my old dolls and their clothes. I had taken their heads 

and limbs off years ago. Miscellaneous doll heads and arms and 

accessories were scattered around him, each one a slightly different 

size and shade of brown. They were all the African-American 

version of whatever doll was popular at the time, which meant they 

looked exactly like the white dolls, only with brown coloring and 

black hair. Gabby was determined to put them all back together. He 

had already managed to put together two dolls. They were dressed 

and ready. 

"Dad wants you to come out to the garage." 

"No. I'm busy," he said pushing an arm back into it's rightful 

torso. 
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"Ok. I'm sorry for scaring you earlier. There isn't anything 

that's going to hurt you in the garage." 

"I know, Mommy told me. I don't want to go. Leave me alone," he 

said as he dived into the box, with the one-armed doll torso in one 

hand, scavenging for it's matching parts. I decided to leave him 

there. 

I took my time coming back down to the garage. I stopped for a 

minute to watch tv with my mother in the living room. "I thought 

you were helping your father fix the car." 

"I'm just taking a little break." 

She looked at me out of the corner of her eye and then burst 

out into laughter over the sitcom. Just when I thought she didn't 

remember that I was in the room she leaned over and kissed me on 

cheek. "Your father is forever messing with things that don't need to 

be fixed." 

I finally made my way back to the garage, my father was in 

the same position he was when I left. 

"Where's Gabriel?" He asked, looking up. 

"He said he didn't want to come down." 

"Elaine baby's him too much," he said picking through his 

wrench set. "Its bad luck to keep him inside so much." 

As the afternoon faded I was given the job of holding the work 

lamp. It was early fall and the garage door was open, letting in a 

cool breeze and several dead, dry leaves. My mind wandered, I 

thought of Marta and how much I wished she was there. 

My father and I worked together, silent except for the radio 

playing in the corner. After hours of adjustment the car started just 
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as awkwardly as it did before. At around 8 o'clock dinner was ready 

and my father declared the car fixed. "There, that ought to do it," he 

said with a twist of his wrench. He stood up and stretched, smiling 

toward the open garage door and said, "Let's try it again." 

He turned the key to the slightly less audible, but still present, 

grinding noise we had set out to fix. For a split second he frowned, 

but then it gave way to a satisfied smile. He turned to me and said, 

"Do you hear that engine, Baby Girl? It's smooth as silk." 

A gust of wind dragged in more leaves and trash from the 

sidewalk. My father shut off the car and put away his tools, 

convinced of his own accomplishments. I turned away from him and 

said, "I'm hungry, Dad, let's go inside," but in my head I decided that 

when I had my own children I was going to be close to them, more 

like a friend than a parent. 

I didn't keep that promise. Like most of the promises I made to 

myself about how I would raise my children, they faded away with 

the strength of my own expectations. 

After dinner I took Gabby up to my room. He had forgotten all 

about what I said and spent the day happily playing inside. 

"Come here Gabby, I want to give you something." 

He stood by the door. "Last time you said that you punched me 

in the arm." 

"I'm not going to hit you, dummy," I said pulling out a bag of red 

pistachios from my bureau. 
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PASSING 

Even as Marta said the words, "Why don't you and I go to the 

prom together?" Ruthy had a feeling they would never actually do it. 

As juniors, they watched the seniors making limousine arrangements 

and comparing dresses, and wondered how they could make such a big 

deal out of one dumb dance. Now it was their turn. 

"Man, I hate all this prom shit," Marta said, leaning back 

against the side of the high school. She pulled a pack of cigarettes 

from her right pocket and bent her left knee, resting the bottom of 

her Adidas sneakers on the building's brick face. 

"Wouldn't that be something, Rue, if we went together?" She 

paused to light her cigarette. 

"God, they'd never get over it. They'd freak out." 

Marta smiled as she took a drag of her cigarette. She was 

wearing a baseball shirt, a sleeveless hooded t-shirt and a pair of 

denim shorts. She had a small, silver snake earring in her right ear 

and a thin silver hoop in her left . They were both presents from 

Ruthy. 

Ruthy put one foot next to Marta up against the wall and her 

hands in her pockets. She kept one eye on the gym door, to make sure 



they didn't get busted for sneaking out the side door during class. 

They had just enough time for Marta to enjoy a cigarette before they 

would be missed. 

"I'm serious Rue, we should do it." 

Ruthy imagined them both stepping into the crowded ballroom 

with matching tuxedos, holding hands. "They would all have friggin' 

heart attacks in the middle of the dance floor," Ruthy said. 

"I would love to see that. The whole class stretched out, 

clasping their hearts for air, like Fred Sanford or something." Marta 

said. She imitated the tv character by clutching one hand to her 

chest and holding her other arm in the air, her face twisted in a half 

grimace, half laugh. 

Ruthy thought that Marta's brown face looked like the color of 

honey, only richer, and her laugh was so deep and she thought that 

maybe it could be spring forever and yes, they could go to the prom 

together. Yes, they would be with each other no matter what 

happened. She wanted more than anything to touch the source of that 

laugh, to be apart of it, to feel it for herself. For once she didn't 

think about school, or her parents or what anyone else thought. As 

Marta straightened, Ruthy stepped forward and kissed her just as 

she had done a hundred times before. 

"Hey girls!" A voice called to them from the door of the gym. 

At that moment, with one motion, Marta's hands released their grip 

on Ruthy's shoulders and pushed her away. 

"Where have you been?" The gym teacher came out of the side 

door of the gym followed by the rest of the gym class. "We're playing 

on the field today." Ruthy's heart was beating so hard she thought 
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it was going to jump right out of her chest. Did the others see? She 

looked to Marta for a sign but she had turned her cap around and 

pulled it down over her eyes and she kept it like that for the rest of 

the period. 

The next period Ruthy and Marta's history class was scheduled 

to meet in the library. Ruthy was beginning to think that no one had 

seen them during gym and settled down at Marta's table to work on 

their assignment. Eric White's slid into the seat next to Ruthy's. He 

leaned close to her, his obnoxious voice filling her ear. "Hey, what 

were you two doing behind the school at gym?" he said and then he 

made kissing noises. 

"Fuck you, Eric," Marta shot back. 

Ruthy pushed him away. "Go play somewhere else, Eric." 

"Keep it down over there," the librarian said without lifting his 

head from the computer screen. 

The joke was over, but inside Ruthy a small earthquake was 

forming; she was shaking. She could still feel the push of Marta's 

hands on her shoulders. She fought back tears by biting her lip and 

refusing to look at Marta. Ruthy focused on sitting still despite the 

urge she had to run. Instead, she pretended to read, carefully turning 

the page only when it seemed an appropriate amount of time had 

passed. 

By mid-afternoon the weather turned from warm to hot. Ruthy 

was sweating inside her long sleeve t-shirt as she walked home. 

She was determined to get home as fast as she could despite the 

rise in temperature. Her loaded backpack bounced slightly with the 

swing of her arms. As she passed the rows of tiny houses with 
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neat, manicured lawns, sweat ran down the back of her shirt, making 

her feel like there were a million tiny bugs on her back. Her 

carefully constructed french braid unraveled as her hair turned back 

to its original pre-hot comb form. 

"Hey, Ruthy, slow down!" Ruthy could hear Marta running to 

catch up to her but she did not stop. 

Marta caught up with her. "What in the hell is the matter with 

you?" Marta said, leaning against a nearby tree to catch her breath. 

"What?" she said, letting her backpack slide off of her 

shoulders to the ground. 

"Didn't you hear me calling you? What's the matter? You've 

been real weird all day." 

She could not believe that Marta could stand there and ask her 

what's wrong. What if they slipped up again and everyone found out 

about them? Would Marta get really scared and push her away 

again? She felt tears forming in her eyes. 

"No, I didn't hear you. Today was a little scary, that's all." 

Ruthy said, pretending to wipe the sweat off of her face with her 

shirt sleeve. 

"No shit. Are you ok?' 

"I'm fine," she said, rolling up her shirt sleeves. She picked up 

her backpack, sliding her shoulders through the straps. She felt the 

sun on her face and arms. Its warmth signaled the coming of 

summer and the end of high school and she welcomed that end more 

and more. She said, "You know, everybody's complaining about the 

heat, but I kind of like it." She smiled a little, thinking about 
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summer. "I can't believe we wasted a whole day thinking about the 

prom," she said. 

From that time on Ruthy felt herself tighten up whenever 

Marta was around. She did not kiss her again without feeling the 

hairs on the back of her neck stand up or her jaws tighten. 

She saw Marta slipping away as well. At first she was a little 

distant at school. Then, she turned in her baseball cap and jeans for 

a perm and a skirt and hanging out with other people. Eventually 

they stopped talking all together. 

* * * 

In her last semester of high school Ruthy received, for the 

first time, a "C" on an English paper. She looked down at the essay, 

her mouth open, stricken with disbelief. She had received low 

grades before (her parents considered anything below a "B-" a low 

grade) once in Biology and a couple of times in Math, but never in 

English. And now she had ruined a perfect record in English as well. 

Ruthy slipped her 5 page essay on Hart Crane's "To Brooklyn Bridge" 

into a folder while she pretended to listen to her English teacher 

lecture as he walked up and down the aisles of the classroom. 

For the rest of the period Ruthy tried to conceal her anger and 

disappointment by acting as normal as she could. She raised her 

hand, she laughed at the appropriate times, but the entire time a 

knot was forming in the pit of her stomach, simultaneously giving 

her an odd sensation of discomfort and nagging hunger. This ball of 

hunger and rage had been slowly building inside since 7th grade. At 

first it felt more like a little finger slightly tickling her from the 

inside, but over the years it had grown, off and on, into a fully 
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formed fist. Sometimes it tightened up so bad she clenched the 

sides of her chair until the episode passed. 

She told her doctor about it once and she had even undergone a 

full series of tests of her gastrointestinal system that found 

nothing physically wrong. The doctor asked Ruthy a series of 

questions about her school and home life, if her parents were often 

angry at her or pressured her in any way. She answered truthfully, 

stating that her parents were loving and probably pressured her to 

do well in school about as much as her friends' parents did. The 

doctor recommended to Ruthy's parents that they all go on vacation 

and her pain was probably due to stress. The Michaels went on 

vacation but the nagging feeling inside her persisted. To Ruttiy this 

meant that something horrible was wrong with her mentally and she 

decided that she better not mention it to anyone ever again . 

At the sound of the bell Ruthy gathered up her notes and books 

and swiftly maneuvered her way through the crowded halls, being 

careful not to make eye contact with anyone for fear they would see 

she had tears in her eyes. As she made her way through the sea of 

students to her locker, she thought about how she spent hours 

reading that poem over and over again, making notes, and then 

stretching the point to fill five pages. A "C" was passing. She didn't 

want to just pass, she took pride in her work. But she had been 

distracted by preparations for the prom. For the past two months it 

was all the seniors talked about--what color dress they were going 

to wear, who was going with whom, what kind of limousine they 

were going in--it was enough to make her sick. 
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The halls were covered with posters and banners announcing 

the imminent arrival of the prom and often adorned with a drawing 

of a white man in a tuxedo dancing with a white woman in a flowing 

gown. Everyday for the past two weeks the prom committee placed a 

poster in the main hallway that kept count of how many tickets were 

sold to couples planning on attending. She could not think of one 

single senior who was not going except herself and her friend Alfred 

Johnson. The whole senior class acted as if this one party was the 

most important event of their lives. No matter what position a 

person held on the ladder of popularity-- the trendy, the beautiful, 

the nerdy, and the awkward--they all secured a date for the prom. 

Ruthy heard from her cousins and other relatives that the prom 

wasn't as important at other high schools but at her school it meant 

everything. 

She found her locker and kicked it but not hard enough so that 

she would not draw attention to herself. Wedged into the door of her 

locker was a note from AI. His letter read "We have to talk -- AI" 

She stuffed the note into her pocket and wiped her tears with the 

bottom of her t-shirt. Nothing had gone right in her life since she 

found out that her former best friend, Marta Jimenez, was dating a 

big ugly basketball player, just in time for the prom. She had caved 

in, Ruthy thought. Marta just caved into the pressure. "I knew it," 

she said aloud, then picked up the books she needed for homework 

and slammed the door of her locker. 

Later that evening, Ruthy was sitting in her room, trying to 

finish her homework when her mother cheerfully stuck her head in 

and said, "Knock, knock. Why didn't you tell me? Listen, if you want 
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to get a decent dress we should probably go shopping this weekend. 

You know everything is already picked over." Ruthy's mother slipped 

into the room still wearing the tan skirt suit she wore to work. Her 

mother was always neatly dressed and her clothes were classically 

tailored so they never went out of style. Ruthy envied her mother's 

grace, but for the first time Ruthy noticed the suit was showing its 

age. The edges of the sleeves were beginning to fray just a little 

bit, and there was a small tear in the seem on the front of the left 

sleeve that looked as if it been carefully repaired several times. 

Ruthy could not remember the last time she saw her mother buy new 

clothes. 

"What are you talking about?" 

"The prom." 

"I'm not going," she said and then braced herself for the 

conversation to come. 

"What?" 

"I don't have a date. I'm not going." 

"Well of course you are. Denise Johnson's boy asked you last 

week." Mrs. Johnson was one of the secretaries in the office where 

her mother worked as a bookkeeper. 

"Where did you hear that?" Ruthy asked. She knew that her 

mother was invested in seeing Ruthy and AI walk out to a waiting 

limousine--Ruthy, in some hideous prom dress and AI lumbering 

along in an ill-fitted tuxedo with matching bow tie and 

cummerbund--but she didn't think her mother was to the point of 

making up stories. 
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"I have my ways," she smiled. Ruthy figured her mother's 

"ways" took the form of a joyous conversation at lunch with Mrs. 

Johnson. The Michaels and the Johnsons had been friends ever since 

Alfred and Ruthy were in grade school. The two mothers often 

remarked how they would like to see their children "get together." 

Ruthy figured that the news of their date came as a pleasant 

surprise to Ruthy's mother. Much more pleasant than it was to her. 

For the past couple of months, her mother dropped little comments 

about the upcoming event into the conversation as delicately as she 

could. One day she noted the spring sales at Macy's. "They call this a 

sale? Why, last time I was at the hair dresser Thalia told me she 

bought her daughter a prom dress last year that cost half this price." 

Usually her mother was too busy reading the paper to ever stop and 

notice the advertisements. Ruthy did not let herself get baited into 

conversation about the prom. She was already well practiced in 

dodging her mother's innuendoes and hints about her lack of a social 

life and she anxiously awaited that moment in the fall when she 

would leave for college and start leading her life without having to 

answer to anyone. 

"I don't know what's going on but I'm not going anywhere." 

"Girl, are you out of your mind?" She wasn't smiling anymore. 

One hand rested on her hips, the other rested on her chest, her 

smooth light brown face twisted in exasperation. "Of course you're 

going." Elaine Michaels stood there, rooted firmly in the carpeting of 

Ruthy's bedroom floor, waiting for an explanation. On the wall 

behind her mother was a calendar that read Thalia's Salon and Beauty 

Supply across the top and underneath of a light skinned girl with a 
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maroon headband that exposed the straight edges of her long curly 

hair. She stared from the wall dressed in a white turtleneck and 

maroon and white college sweater, her faced fixed in a smug, tight 

smile that seemed, to Ruthy, to also be waiting for an answer. 

Ruthy heard the sound of her father's well-worn brown 

slippers, dragging down the hall. He appeared behind her mother, 

rubbing his eyes and yawning. There were two buttons missing in 

his shirt, exposing the slight bulge of his middle as he yawned. 

"What's going on in here? You two woke me up out of my nap." 

"Your daughter said she is not going to the prom," her mother 

said folding her arms. 

"You got anybody to go with Baby Girl?" 

"Of course she does. I told you, Alfred asked her and now she 

doesn't want to go." 

Her father rolled his eyes at the sound of Al's name. For some 

reason that she could never fully figure out her father did not like 

AI. He was always uncomfortable when AI was in the house which 

made AI nervous which in turn made her father more uncomfortable. 

"Well, maybe she just doesn't want to go with him." He turned to 

Ruthy, "I don't blame you Baby Girl, he's too jumpy." 

Her mother sucked her teeth and said, "Ben, she said she 

doesn't want to go at all." 

Her father gave Ruthy a worried look. "Come on Baby Girl, you'll 

have a great time. This is a once in a lifetime event. You'll never 

forgive yourself if you don't go. If you are worried about the cost, 

we'll make do. Go ahead, enjoy yourself." 
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"I don't know what to say." Ruthy was stunned. The only thing 

to do was to talk to AI. 

"You see Elaine, she'll come around," her father said pulling her 

mother out of the room. 

"I don't know what kind of games you are playing Ruth, but I 

hope you don't plan on breaking Alfred's heart," her mother said as 

she left her room. 

Ruthy's parents were not very religious. They didn't celebrate 

religious holidays with much enthusiasm (except for Christmas, 

which didn't seem like a religious holiday anyway) but they did 

participate in the non-religious holidays like Halloween, and Martin 

Luther King's Birthday and when she was younger, Black Solidarity 

Day. Any occasion that only happened once like a wedding, were 

considered very important and her parents usually went out of their 

way to make the day seem very special. 

After her parents left Ruthy immediately called AI but he was 

already on his way over to her place. "I'm sorry," were the first 

words out of his mouth when he arrived. Ruthy ushered him into her 

room to talk. There was barely enough room between the desk and 

the bed for an adult-sized person to sit on the floor but they 

managed by sitting with their legs underneath the bed or the desk. 

AI sat solemnly picking at the loose threads of the scuffed and torn 

white sneakers. 

"Well, tell me what happened? How come your mother is telling 

everyone that we are going to the prom together?" 

Finally, after what seemed like a long time, AI looked up. "Rue, 

have you ever had a crush on anybody? I mean, besides M--" 
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Ruthy shot him a cold look. "I told you to never say her name." 

"Ok, ok. Have you? Besides her, I mean." 

Ruthy pulled her knees up to her chest and wrapped her arms 

around them and propped her chin on her black denim jeans. "No. Just 

small ones that don't mean anything." 

"Oh yeah? Like who?" 

"None of your business." 

"No." 

"Come on. You can tell me." 

"No. Nobody," He said looking down at his shoes again. "I think 

my parents are beginning to worry about me, you know?" Ruthy 

nodded her head and he took a deep breath and said, "Well, they are 

really on my back about this prom thing. And you know I hate it as 

much as you do, but I really want to get them off my back and ... " 

The fist in the pit of Ruthy's stomach emerged. Until that 

moment she had fended off her mother's inquiries about the prom by 

saying that no one had asked her and she did not want to ask anyone. 

For a while they didn't say anything to each other at all. Ruthy 

watched his short dark fingers move from picking at his sneakers to 

the fibers of the thinning gray carpet. They had known each other 

since grade school but she noticed then, for the first time, that he 

was handsome. They spent most of their time together--they hung 

out together, they had the same classes and they were the only two 

Black students on the high school mathematics competition team, 

the Mathletes--but she never stopped to think about what he might 

look like to other people. Ruthy thought they might find him cute, 
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but awkward. He would have been much cuter if he cut his hair and 

dressed a little more stylishly and worked out a little. 

"I can't believe you did this without asking me first." 

"I didn't know what else to do." 

The light faded and the streetlight outside Ruthy's window 

made soft shadows across the room. In that light he looked like the 

shy little boy he was when they first met on the playground in fifth 

grade. 

"I can't believe I'm doing this." She cringed. 

* * * 

Ruthy never saw her mother so interested in shopping. She 

was a blur of activity. She planned their shopping trip down to the 

last detail. She chose the malls, the stores, the styles and the 

colors. All Ruthy had to do was try things on. She put on each piece 

of clothing in passive compliance with her agreement with AI, her 

head buzzing with the single refrain--/ hate this, I hate this, I hate 

this. 

The more they shopped, the more inspired and talkative her 

mother became. She talked about the recent office gossip, the 

stories she heard at Thalia's Beauty Salon, the latest celebrity news 

items. Ruthy followed her from store to store, more or less a 

walking shopping bag rack that contributed an occasional "sure" and 

"whatever" if pressed. They stopped only for short bathroom breaks 

and then at the end, they settled down at the food court. 

"Did I ever tell you what happened around my prom?" her 

mother said while sipping at a small cup of black coffee. Ruthy 

shook her head and took a large bite out of her hamburger. "Well, 
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your grandmother thought it was inappropriate for young women to 

date boys she did not approve of and she did not approve of the boy I 

wanted to go with. She said he looked too 'wild' for her. I planned to 

go anyway and I figured I would deal with the consequences later. 

Since I couldn't ask my mother for money to buy a dress I had to 

make one. I spent six weeks making a dress from a pattern I bought." 

She paused to take another sip of coffee. Ruthy watched her 

previous enthusiasm her drain from her face. 

"Your grandmother found the dress and destroyed it. She cut it 

up and left the remains on my bed. I didn't go of course." Her mother 

finished her coffee. Ruthy heard lots of stories about how mean and 

strict her grandmother had been a long time ago. The few times she 

had gone to visit her grandmother she seemed like a harmless, sad 

old lady. 

"What did you do?" Ruthy asked. 

"I don't go to visit her." Her mother stood up and gathered their 

bags, signaling that the conversation was over. Ruthy appreciated 

her mother's effort to explain her intentions. It didn't make her 

want to go to the prom but it gave her less resistance. 

Dressed in a black satin knee-length dress, black stockings and 

black pumps, Ruthy quietly tip-toed out of the house clutching a 

camera and a small duffle bag. Inside the bag was a pair of jeans, a 

black t-shirt and pair of sneakers. She dropped the duffle bag on the 

edge of the driveway in a nearby garbage can. Afterward, she ran 

back into the house, wobbling on her two inch heels. There was 

'------' nothing she could do about her hair. It was set in a hopeless array of 
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curls that took five hours in the beauty parlor to chemically wrestle 

into its present arrangement. The limousine was set to arrive any 

minute and her parents were frantically searching the house for the 

camera she still held in her hand. Once inside the house she called 

out to them, "I found it!" she said, holding up the camera. 
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CONEY ISLAND 

Gina started in the south west started to dread the mail before 

she even arrived home from. By around 3 o'clock she sat at her desk 

thinking about Pat and what could be waiting for her at home. A 

photo of them on vacation at the Grand Canyon sat on her desk 

triumphantly. She didn't talk about her life with Pat with the people 

she worked with but the photo made it clear that she was involved 

with another woman. Most of the time the picture gave her comfort, 

but recently it was a sad reminder that the good times may be over. 

Gina kept to herself in the predominantly straight, white 

office. She was the only Black woman in the accounting division, 

probably one of the few Black women in the whole building not on 

the janitorial staff. 

She did know that one of the janitors, Sherry, was also a 

lesbian. She ran into her at a club one night. She kept staring at her 

girlfriend off and on all that night trying to place her until finally 

Sherry's girlfriend, Melanie, walked over to where Gina was sitting 

when Sherry went to the bathroom and asked, "Can I help you with 

something?" She spoke very clearly but didn't raise her voice, "I 



would like to continue to dance with my girlfriend without you 

staring at her." 

Before Gina could explain Sherry emerged from the Bathroom. 
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She took one look at Gina and said, "Don't I know you from 

somewhere?" They had been friends ever since. Sherry was the only 

person at work that Gina called a friend. She sometimes went to the 

basement on her break to talk to Sherry when she was having a rough 

time with Pat and needed another lesbian to talk to. She saw Sherry 

every chance she could for the past three days. 

"It's going to be fine. She just needs to get away for a while. 

Pat always comes back, doesn't she?" 

Gina nodded in agreement but she thought maybe this time it 

would be best if Pat didn't come back, at least if things were going 

to continue as they had been. 

It was so like Pat to do this from her cousin's house in Puerto 

Rico. She promised to send a letter telling her of her decision. She 

was on an Island far away, leaving Gina to sweat it out in Brooklyn 

and cultivate fear of her own mail. Before Gina left work she had a 

sinking feeling that the letter would be waiting for her at home. 

On the trip home to Brooklyn on the subway, the image of their 

smiling faces in the vacation photo haunted Gina. Right before they 

left for the Grand Canyon, Pat had extensions braided into her hair. 

The whole procedure took 10 hours with several short breaks. The 

braids seemed to give her even more attitude than she had naturally 

accumulated after 25 years of growing up in New York. Gina couldn't 

help but smile thinking of how Pat warded off the leering attentions 

of men. She was very pretty and a self-proclaimed femme. Her bold 
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Nuyorican style attracted lots of men. If any of them were too 

persistent she just stopped them cold with a look and a sharp turn of 

her head. 

Pat first saw Gina at a meeting of short lived organization 

called Black AIDS Mobilization (BAM). Gina had just moved to the 

city after a lifetime in the suburbs and four years of college in New 

England and was eager to "get involved." BAM seemed as likely a 

place as any to start. 

Just as Gina walked into her meeting Pat was telling off some 

gay man who objected to women's involvement in the organization 

being more than merely supportive. "Look, let me tell you 

something, okay," one hand was on her hips and the other was 

pointing her finger in the air and her neck rolled from side to side to 

further punctuate her point. "What you need to understand is that 

there are a whole lot of women out there dying too. So you should 

just get used to women shaping the agenda at meetings." She 

received a round of cheers from the women and most of the men on 

the room. A dull, steady heat radiated from the windows. Everyone 

seemed on the verge of melting in the stuffiness of the overcrowded 

and poorly ventilated meeting room except for Pat and a few of the 

more composed gay men Gina was immediately taken by her no

nonsense style and striking beauty. 

Gina was new to the city and knew only a couple of ex

classmates and a few distant relatives. She heard about the meeting 

from Denise, a friend of one of the people she went to college with. 

Denise was a few years older than Gina and knew the politically 

active Black queer community pretty well. She approached all social 
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and political interactions with the kind of caution that comes partly 

from experience. Denise had lived in New York for years and saw a 

lot of complicated personal conflict turn into political and 

sometimes organizational mini-wars, appropriately called "drama" 

in the community. On the other hand, Denise was known for being 

quite morose and at times overstated the case. 

"She's cute, but she's trouble." Denise noticed Gina looking at 

Pat after the meeting. 

"How do you know? Is she an ex or seeing someone now?" 

"No nothing like that. I just know from a friend that she's just 

trouble that's all." 

Denise wouldn't say any more about the matter. She explained that 

she was not into gossip, just warnings. 

It took Gina almost a month of meetings to get up enough 

courage to ask Pat out. She finally asked after they marched down 

entire of the pride parade route together holding the BAM banner. 

There is a general wave of elation and celebration that sweeps the 

crowd after a pride march and Gina hoped that good feeling would 

make her chances greater for a yes. 

Their first date was at Coney Island. They spent all evening on 

all the rides and stopping at the carnival booths. Gina won a big 

stuffed blue dinosaur for Pat. Her favorite ride was the Free Fall. 

She said she always went on that ride at least 4 times every time 

she came to Coney Island. To Gina it was the most dangerous ride in 

the park. They strapped up to two people at a time into a little 

parachute harness and then dropped them into thin air. The only 



thing that saved the passengers from certain death was a bunch of 

cords connected to the top of the ride and your harness. 

"I like the way it feels," Pat said, as she pulled Gina along to 

the Free Fall "the slow anticipation and then the world drops from 

underneath you. There's nothing like it, not even the Cyclone." The 

Cyclone was the park's main attraction, and Gina's favorite. It was 

a double loop mega roller coaster. 

They had their first kiss at the photo booth. Pat reached out 

and touched Gina's chin and whispered, "Sesame." 

Gina's climbed the stairs leading out of the subway into the 

city street. She took her time walking the six blocks to her 

apartment building. It was an early fall afternoon. The tree-lined 

streets were spotted with fallen leaves. The trees, still full with 

crimson leaves crowned the rows of brownstones that lined Gina's 

way home from the subway. Once inside the lobby of her building, 

her heart pounded as she opened the outer door and peered through 

the tiny slits at the contents off her mailbox. 
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She recognized it immediately. Sitting in her mailbox was a -

pale green envelope from the set she gave Pat the year before. Gina 

pulled the letter from the mailbox along with the other contents of 

her box. The envelope was thin, not a good sign, when Pat was happy 

she could talk forever. 

The elevator door stood open for a few seconds before Gina 

noticed its arrival and it almost closed on her as she stepped off the 

elevator at her floor. She opened the heavy brown tenement door 

into her apartment. It was almost dusk and the sunlight was fading, 



casting shadows and angles across the African statuettes and 

colorful prints scattered around her small efficiency apartment. 
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The hum of the florescent light in the hall broke the wall of silence 

around her. She sat down in the living room and placed the letter on 

the coffee table already burdened with the weight of an array of 

magazines, books and yesterday's coffee mugs. She picked up a 

framed picture of Pat that was sitting on the end table. This one 

was not so happy like the one in the office. This picture was just of 

Pat, sitting outside on a bench at Coney Island, looking quiet and 

sullen. That day was one of those expect anything days when Pat got 

into one of her moods. They were rare but intense. 

Still holding the picture of Pat on her lap, she finally opened 

the letter. It was only one side of a page. Her hands were shaking. 

Pat's letters always began with "How are you?" no matter what the 

context. Even the business letters she wrote started off with a 

personal greeting. The very next sentence started with the 

phrase "I'm sorry." 

Gina put the letter down. She couldn't read any further. She 

heard those words so often from Pat that she could not bear to read 

what came next. On Pat's worst days she heard them over and over 

again. The episodes started at night and were over by morning. Gina 

would find Pat curled up in a small corner of the apartment in the 

middle of the night. Pat would get out of bed and squeeze herself 

into a ball anywhere she thought she could fit, under a desk, in the 

closet. Gina would eventually feel that she had not been in bed for a 

while and go looking for her. Sometimes she would be bleeding from 

a small cut on her limbs that she made herself with a knife or razor. 



Other times she would yell out words that were mixed and jumbled 

parts in English, parts in Spanish. The only work Pat could make out 

was a man's name, Raphael. 

She said she never remembered anything that she said in her 

sleep. When Gina asked what was the matter all she would say was 

"I'm sorry," as she rocked back and forth like a child trying to 

comfort herself. She would stay like that until Gina was able to 

coach her back to bed. The both of them crying and shaking and 

holding each other tightly. 

The next day Pat seemed back to normal. No trace of the 
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scared child that invaded her body the night before. She was the way 

she always was, sharp and street smart, casting attitude on the 

urban landscape. 

Pat and Gina talked sometimes about moving in together but 

Gina avoided making definite plans. No matter how much she loved 

Pat, somewhere deep down inside she knew that she could not handle 

living with her. She thought of it as living on the Free Fall ride at 

Coney Island, slow, deliberate hights and plummeting lows that 

never quite hit bottom. 

Pat's letter sat open on the coffee table. Through Gina's tears 

the letters became a jumble of lines and circles. She hadn't read the 

whole thing through yet but she thought that it didn't really matter 

what the letter said, she couldn't stand it anymore. As the late 

September sun set, the apartment lost all its warmth. An early fall 

chill set in and the once comforting statuettes looked more like 

menacing creatures hiding in the shadows. 



All Gina could think about were the times she begged Pat to 

get some help. At first Pat would only shake her and insisted she 

was only having trouble sleeping and needed to rest. Pat would 

never say what her dreams were about or who was in them. As 
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things got worse, she went to a doctor who agreed to prescribe 

sleeping pills for her, but they only seemed to make things worse. If 

pressed she would become quiet and closed herself off like the night 

the summer before when they went to Coney Island. 

That night was the first night she disappeared. They had been 

seeing each other for three months. They were still caught up in the 

euphoria of new love, talking until all hours, taking special trips 

together. Since Coney Island was the sight of their first date, they 

came to think of it as their place and they went frequently during 

the months that the park was open and sometimes in the off season, 

just to walk around the boardwalk together. 

That one night last summer Gina was having a great time with 

Pat and watching all the kids running around the park. She watched 

this one pair of siblings argue over the last few strands of cotton 

candy, their faces sticky with pink colored wisps of sugar. The 

scene between the brother and sister made Gina laugh, thinking 

about how often she and her younger sister used to fight all the time 

whenever they went anywhere together. 

"Aren't they cute?" she said. 

"Their parent's should watch them more carefully." Pat said, turning 

away from the children. 

Gina agreed that it was a dangerous area and that their parents 

should be very careful. "My sisters and I never realized that we 



were in any danger at that age. Everything was a part of our game." 

Gina shared the adventures she had with her sisters and as she was 

telling Pat stories from her childhood she realized in the past three 

months Pat had mentioned very little about her own. She only knew 

the basics, Pat, her two older brothers and her mother and father 

lived in the East Flatbush section of Brooklyn all her life until she 

finished high school and then graduated from a clerical training 

program. She found a job as a receptionist as soon as she could and 

moved out when she saved enough money. She never added anymore 

information than that and if Gina wanted to know more, she usually 

answered her question with another question. 

'Why won't you tell me anything about yourself? Don't you 

trust me? What could be so terrible in your past that you can't tell 

me?" Gina asked with the caring innocence of a new lover, untested 

and still certain that she could stand the ride. 
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Pat stood there looking at her. Her face fell and her voice lost 

it's emotion, "What is it that you want form me anyway? I told you 

all there is ya, nada mas." Pat was silent for the rest of the evening 

despite Gina's attempts to apologize and cheer her up. Gina took a 

picture of Pat, sitting by herself on the boardwalk, her face lit by 

the street light above her and the moon reflecting on the ocean 

behind her. In the picture she looked beautiful, pensive, mysterious 

but that night in person Gina could see the sorrow in her eyes. 

Soon after that night on the boardwalk Pat started to have her 

"nightspells" as she called them. The nightmares and hiding came 

pretty infrequently, only about twice a month but then she started 

leaving. She would take off one day, not come home after work or 



leave really early in the morning over the weekend. She always left 

some sort of a note or message so that Gina wouldn't worry about 

her but, she always worried anyway. 

The first few times she left, Gina thought it was because Pat 

needed to get away, have some time to herself. Then she noticed 

that she always looked, haggard, and worn out afterwards, like she 

hadn't gotten enough sleep. "Can't you just tell me where you've 

been?" Gina asked after Pat had been gone for four days. Gina tried 

not to blow up at her, but her fears and frustration came through in 

her voice. "I mean if you are seeing someone else then just let me 

know. Please don't play games with me." 

Pat solemnly gathered up her things to leave Gina's apartment 

then turned and said, "I'm sorry but please trust me. I'm not seeing 

anyone else, I'm not doing anything but trying to work things out. 

There's just some stuff I have to take care of and then I can tell you 

everything." 

"What? What do you have to take care of that keeps you away 

from me and your friends for days on end? Where do you go after 

work? When will this be resolved? I don't understand what your 

talking about." 
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"Soon, baby, soon." she said making her way to the door. "Look, 

I've got to go home now but I'll talk to you later," she paused long 

enough to see the hurt on Gina's face. "I'll call you as soon as I get 

back to my apartment. There's so much I need to do. Don't worry, 

everything is going to be ok." She smiled faintly and closed the door 

gently behind her. 
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I don't believe you, Gina thought and set out to find out the 

truth. At first she thought Pat was seeing another woman. But she 

couldn't find any evidence of another woman in her life anywhere and 

Pat's friends assured her that there was no one else. Then she 

thought she was doing drugs or drinking for days. Whenever Gina 

called her at work during one of her disappearances she was always 

there but as soon ass she recognized Gina's voice, she would hang up 

the line. She wouldn't talk to any of her friends either, she left 

cryptic messages on Gina's answering machine every day but she 

refused to say where she was or how long she was going to stay. 

Gina gave in to her fear and frustration. She tried desperately 

not to suspect the worst from Pat but she didn't know what else to 

think. After months of talking it out, then fighting, then breaking up 

and getting back together, Gina gave in. 

The morning before Pat was scheduled to leave for her cousin's 

house in Puerto Rico on an early morning flight but she said she was 

not going to spend the night with Gina or alone at her own apartment. 

Pat had suffered from "nightspells" twice that week and looked 

especially. They said their good-byes and Pat left for work. 

Gina called in sick to work. She first called to make sure that 

Pat was actually at work then she picked a spot across the street 

from the Manhattan high-rise and watched the front door. Around 

lunch time she saw Pat leave the building alone and walk toward the 

subway. She followed Pat all the way to the L into East New York. 

Pat left the subway and walked into one of the nearby projects. She 

used her own key to enter one of the first floor apartments. Gina 

stood out side the apartment for a long time. She could hear Pat and 



another woman yelling at each other through the door. Then she 

heard Pat cry and she couldn't stand it anymore. 

When the door opened, a dark-skinned woman about Pat's 
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height with Pat's rich brown eyes and full lips opened the door. She 

looked like Pat 20 years in the future. The door opened up to a living 

room where a thin, pale man was watching television quite intently. 

He looked up only for a moment and then resumed his viewing. Pat 

was sitting on the other side of the couch with tears streaming 

down her face. Huddled next to her was a small boy Pat guessed was 

somewhere around the age of 10. 

"Patricia, who is this? One of your new friends?" The woman 

said the word "friends" with a particular disgust that could only 

mean she knew we were lovers. 

Pat's expression was twisted into what can only be described 

as a combination of fear, rage and anguish. "Why did you follow me 

here? Why couldn't you just trust me?" The little boy leaned over 

and put his arm around Pat's shoulder and said, "It's ok Momma, it's 

all right." 

All Gina could manage to say was, "Momma?" 

"Oh you didn't know, huh?" The woman chimed in, she seemed 

to find the whole thing amusing all of a sudden. 

"Look, Mrs. Ramirez," Gina stopped herself, "I assume you are 

Pat's mother?" 

The woman laughed. "Ramirez?" She looked over at Pat, "Is 

that what you tell people your name is?" Turning her attention back 

to Gina, "Look, I don't know who you are or what you are doing here 
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but you should go before you get yourself mixed up with this crazy 

one." 

The woman walked over to the coffee table and picked up a 

pack of cigarettes. She tapped the box lightly against the heel of her 

hand and continued, "She has a kid. Do you think she gives a damn 

about him? Who do you think takes care of him everyday, her?" she 

motioned toward Pat who was sitting with her arms wrapped around 

herself rocking back and forth. "Shit, she's in here crying now 

because I won't let her take him to Puerto Rico with her. She thinks 

she can run of my only son, M'ijo, Raphael, and then take this one 

away too, now I know she's crazy." 

"Yeah, I'm the crazy one, right Momma?" Pat stood up and faced 

the door. "Not like your Raphie." 

Raphie, Raphael. Gina slowly backed out of the apartment. 

Raphael. The name turned in her head. She stood against wall in the 

hallway, looking at the child and then at Pat. 

Pat walked toward the door, still holding onto the boy, "I told 

you to stay out of this," she said to Gina. "This is family business." 

Pat slammed the door. Gina ran down the hall to the exit. She could 

still hear them their voices rising. 



CRISSCROSSING GENDER 

I am regularly mistaken for a man. Two years ago I cut my hair 

and consequently, I found myself suddenly having to rethink my 

assumptions about gender. The effect was purely unintentional. 

did not realize the confusion that the simple act of choosing a 

different hairstyle could cause at the time I decided to do it. had 

long hair for most of my life. During that time my hair was never in 

its naturally soft, curly form for more than the few minutes 

between washing it and walking over to the seat where it was either 

pulled straight with a hot comb or chemically altered with relaxers. 

Eventually, I decided to live with the hair that was on my head the 

day I was born. After years of trying to find the perfect style for 

short, natural hair I discovered that the shorter the hair, the easier 

the style. Finally, I cut it down to a fuzz. 

The impact of very short hair, along with my lack of feminine 

accessories (e.g. makeup, long earrings, dresses, etc.) has been 

astounding. The simple act of shaving my head has changed the way 

that I interact with the world according to the perception of my 

gender and/or sexuality. When I am perceived to be a straight man, I 

have a freedom of movement that I could never enjoy as a woman. No 



one bothers me, I walk down dark streets without the same level of 

vigilance or fear. 
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The first time this happened, I was walking back to my 

apartment after having dinner with friends at a restaurant a few 

blocks away. It was early summer and everyone was out on the 

street. Men and women walked around in small packs to the various 

restaurants and cafes in the area. I was wearing the kind of outfit I 

usually wear in the summer, a t-shirt, jeans and sneakers, but 

generally what you are wearing didn't matter if you are a woman. As 

long as you are not too fat or too old, you are likely to be barraged by 

a hail of "Hey baby"s as you walk. 

Most of the streets leading to my apartment was dark and 

shadowy, but busy. I had walked those three blocks many times 

before, each time clutching my keys and holding my breath until I 

arrived safely at home. That night, I walked down the street with a 

newly shaved head. I stared straight ahead. I was expecting to hear 

men from the shadows calling me to talk with them, asking me to 

tell them my destination. I heard nothing. I looked around to make 

sure that I was on the right block. I was on the right block and there 

were people all around me, many of them men. I realized I was 

slowing down. Another woman passed me. A man stepped off the 

stoop and followed her for a few steps saying, "Hey baby, why don't 

you come back to sit with me and my friends?" He walked beside 

her, invading her personal space. She didn't say anything or look at 

him. When he gave up, he turned around and walked passed me back 

to his friends on the stoop. He looked right at me and never said a 

word, giving me ample room to pass. 



I walked home free from lewd comments for the rest of the 

time. Some men started to say something, then looked at me 

quizzically and changed their minds. Finally, it dawned on me that 

they thought I was a man. I felt a surge of freedom and safety. 

After that incident, I wasn't as afraid to go out at night. I walked 

without as much fear of who was behind me. I capitalized on other 

people's misperceptions, dressing as I always did, but walking with 

a confidence I attributed to men. So this, I thought, is 'passing'. No 

wonder women took on male identities. 
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Once, I set out for a short walk around sunrise. It was early 

spring. I wore my lover's oversized dark blue hooded sweatshirt in 

order to intentionally seem more masculine and therefore walk in 

relative safety. I put the hood over my head and set out for the plaza 

in front of the New York State Capitol. 

That morning it was deserted except for myself and another 

Black woman. She was standing at the bus stop that I passed every 

morning on the way to the plaza. I approached her with my hood on 

and my hands in my pockets, determined to make eye contact and 

smile despite the hour. I looked into her face and instead of seeing 

her return my smile, I saw complete terror. Her body stiffened with 

fear as I drew nearer. My first impulse was to look behind me for 

the source of her alarm and then I realized that she was afraid of 

me. When she was able to move, she turned around and walked very 

quickly down to the another bus stop further along the route, looking 

back as she walked. For that moment, in her eyes I was a young 

Black man coming directly towards her. She thought I was going to 

hurt her. I was reduced to being a monster, an animal. I felt ill. 



A flood of emotions overwhelmed me. A part of me wanted to 

shout after her, "Wait! No! I'm a woman like you." Another part of 

me was angry at her internalized racism and wanted to scream, 

"Relax! Not every Black man is out to get you!" However, the largest 

and most disturbed part of me recognized my own face in hers. I 

saw my own fear and internalized racism and legitimate concern for 

my safety in the look she gave me. How many times had I done the 

same thing at the sight of a Black man? I didn't say anything to her. 

I crossed the street in order to help her not feel as afraid. I have 

never tried to deliberately pass as a man again, but some people 

still mistake me for a man on a regular basis. 

Some men have decided that I am not only a man, but a gay man. 

Angry bigots sometimes yell the word "faggot" at me from passing 

cars. I assume that they are not so ignorant that they do not know 

the word "dyke" and that they say "faggot" because they truly think 

that I am a gay man. One group of white teenagers tried to force 

their way into my car while screaming, "I hate fuckin' Black 

faggots!" Thankfully, my every interaction is not that intense, but I 

am confronted with some act of gender/sexuality based mislabeling 

or attack at least three times a week. 
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The most frightening individuals are those who cannot 

determine whether I am a man or a woman. They look at me, at first 

puzzled, and then fear creeps over their faces then rage. Often, they 

are compelled to verbalize their discomfort. I can hear them ask 

whoever is near them, "What is that? Is that a man or a woman?" 

These people have a slightly different approach than the previous set 

in that their preoccupation was with determining my gender, not 



anger over my sexual orientation. If the question is not answered 

definitively they become increasingly angry and disturbed. have 

not been physically attacked yet, but I know the potential is there. 

This experience has offered me an opportunity to examine the 

ways in which I also fear the unknown. It's much easier to talk 

about other people's faults than to come face to face with one's own 

internalized hatred and limitations. No matter how much I think I 

understand about these issues, something like this happens and I am 

again confronted with my own fears. 

An incident that stands out in my mind is my last visit to my 

barber. It stands out because it illuminated that I still have so 

much work to do. 

My regular barber had just opened a bigger and more centrally 

located shop in downtown Albany. As I approached the new store I 

could see shop windows were newly decorated with African cloths, 

masks posters and statues. The bright colors of the African cloth 

were a welcome addition to the gray drabness of the winter day. 

When I attempted to open the door to the shop I was surprised to 

find that it was locked. A young man came to the door and nodded to 

the owner to buzz me in. 

As I walk into the store I saw that the entire shop had changed. 

It used to be a small barber shop with three stations. The clientele 

were almost exclusively men, but there was one woman who worked 

as a barber. Despite the fact that the television or CD player was 

constantly on, the place was always alive with conversations about 

everything one could imagine: current affairs, personal tragedies, 

the economy, somebody's wedding, etc. After the renovations there 
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was a full beauty salon on the left side of the room with four 

stations. A line of plastic chairs separated that section from the 

right side of the room which was an expanded barber shop. The 

women were on the left and the men were on the right. The female 

barber that I usually saw was not there. No one talked, they were all 

engrossed in whatever was happening on the television that was 

facing away from the door. It sounded like a talk show, which did 

not surprise me. At least something was familiar, I thought. 

The owner, Mike, recognized me. "I haven't seen you for a 

while," he said pointing toward the empty chair next to him. 

immediately feel hot underneath my sweatshirt. I had to cross the 

plastic divider into the male half of the shop. I tried to resist the 

internal homophobic voice that cautioned me to act like a woman so 

that they will know that I'm ok., that I'm like them. I fight against 

the voice, but as I stood in front of a room full of Black people, the 

voice won. There are very few things that would make me feel worse 

than to see that look of fear and hatred on the faces of other Black 

people when they look at me--it is too much like looking into a 

mirror. 

Why didn't I wear something more feminine today? The voice 

derided me. Do I have on earrings? I wanted to leave, but I couldn't 

turn around and leave after he called attention to the fact that I was 

there. I was trapped. Slowly, I walked over to the men's side of the 

room. A couple of women were distracted long enough from the 

television to look up and watch me cross the plastic chair dividing 

line. 
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The young barber who I have never seen before prepared the 

chair for me. He wiped off excess hair from the previous customer 

and adjusted the height without looking up. I sat down and he 

covered my clothes with a plastic protector. "What can I do for you 

today?" he paused, "Ma'am." His voice went up a little bit on the end 

of Ma'am. 

"Buzz it." My voice shook as I tried to sound as feminine as 

possible. Everything was strangely quiet. In the mirror, I could see 

that the barber was looking at me suspiciously. 

A familiar voice of a talk show host welcomes the audience 

back from the commercial break. She said, "Welcome back. Our topic 

for the day is women who pass as men." I froze in my seat. Why 

today? 

I try to engage the barber in a conversation. "How's it going 

today? Busy?" I said. 

"All right," he replied. 

A woman on the talk show said, "I've been living as a man for 7 

years now." The studio audience gasps in shock and horror. One of 

the patrons of the beauty parlor was watching tv while waiting for 

her hairdresser to finish applying a relaxer to one client so that she 

can wash the stinging chemical relaxer out of her hair. "And that's a 

Black woman too. What a shame," she said shaking her head. The 

other patrons shook their heads in agreement. I sat as still as 

possible. 

After four years of being a lesbian activist, I was ready to 

disengage myself from everything I believe and get out of there out 

of sheer panic. I did not want to have a confrontation with anyone in 
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the shop, but it was not simply self preservation. In my head I was 

actively trying to separate from other human beings in order to be 

accepted, to be more "normal." I was ashamed of my behavior but I 

couldn't stop. The voice said, perhaps they won't notice me. Maybe 

I'm being paranoid. They are sophisticated enough to know the 

difference between me and a transgendered person. I am not like 

those women on tv. Did I walk feminine enough when I came in? 

The women on the talk show panel defended themselves 

against questions from the audience. "Can most people tell you are a 

woman?" one audience member asked, "You look like a woman to me." 

"Sometimes, but mostly I am able to fool them, " the panelist 

replied. A beauty parlor patron looks at me and then back at the tv. 

Her eyes are narrow, like she was trying to focus or concentrate. The 

show cut to a commercial. The haircut seemed to be taking a lot 

longer than it should. 

"How's it going? You almost finished?" I asked the barber. He 

didn't answer. 

"Different strokes," Mike said. 

"You got to admit that's fucked up though, Mike. I mean, damn, 

if I ever find out somebody I went out with used to be a man I'd kill 

'em. That's all." Trickles of my loose hair fell to the ground as he 

shaves. 

"Here, here," another barber shop patron said. 

"Don't get yourself all riled up," Mike said, "Nobody's gonna do 

anything to you." 

My barber snorted. "I just want to be clear," he said. 

The other patron added a, "Well," to the discussion. 
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He finally finished with my hair. I was relieved to get out of 

that chair. I heard the talk show host add her closing comments. I 

gave the barber a $2 tip and a faint smile; my last effort to appear 

feminine. As I make my way to the door, I can feel their eyes on my 

back. All I wanted was to put distance between me and the women 

on the talk show, and the accusing stares of the barber shop/beauty 

parlor. 

Unlearning long held beliefs about how people should look and 

act is a lifelong process. In my opinion, the reason lesbians, gay 

men, and transgendered people are so despised is because we 

challenge the standard ideas about sex, sexuality and gender. Many 

of us tend to act and look different from the heterosexual norm. Our 

presence makes straight people take a look at those male/female 

dichotomies and realize that they don't fit many of them either. 

always thought that gender was a fixed line that could only be 

crossed under drastic circumstances. I understand that the lines 

themselves are blurry facades. I am left with questions about the 

ways in which people live outside the lines. 
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FEBRUARY 5TH, 1995 

I. 

On February 5, 1995 I woke up and immediately called my 

sister, Trena, to see how she was doing. She had been having 

contractions for the past three days and I was worried about her and 

the baby. Fortunately, she was not going through this ordeal alone. 

Our mother was there to help her, along with Trena's two adolescent 

sons, Kevin and Michael. Most of the East was frozen in a blizzard. 

There were travel warnings from Maine down to Washington, DC. My 

mother had driven Trena 20 miles in the snow to Nassau County 

Medical Center 3 times in the past couple of days, each time for 

false alarms. I was trapped in Albany until the roads cleared. 

"I want you to be in the delivery room with me, Matt," my 

sister said. 

"What about Ma?" 

"She can't handle it. It's too much." The words 'too much' were 

suspended in the phone wires for a moment. "Matt? Are you there?" 

"Yeah, Trena, I'll be there. It's ok Don't worry about anything." 

I had been worrying about my sister and I never stopped to 

think of how difficult everything was for my mother. A memorial 



service was scheduled for my uncle's wife the next day. The 

coincidental combination of two major events, a birth and a death, 

so close together magnified the intensity of both. The 

circumstances surrounding the baby's conception were tragic and his 

birth, therefore, was tinged with sadness. My sister's pregnancy 

happened without her consent. Against my counsel, she decided not 

to have an abortion even though every day of the nine months the 

baby grew inside her were reminders of the violent act. She was 

considering putting the child up for adoption, but I knew she could 

never do it. 

I had never seen a baby being born before. When Trena had her 

first child, I was thirteen years old and forced to sit in the waiting 

area. My mother was at work and I sat alone for six hours. Every 

once and a while I heard her scream from behind the double doors to 

the maternity ward. I prayed for her and made up happy stories in 

my head. Her now ex-husband, Errol was the only one in the delivery 

room with her when she had Kevin. A year later, I missed my second 

nephew, Michael's birth completely because I was in school. She was 

alone. I was determined that she would never give birth alone again. 

II. 

I packed my bags and made arrangements to leave for New York 

on next train. I called my mother and sister every half hour for an 

update on her condition until it was time for my train. My mother 

talked about the trips to the hospital and Aunt Ethel Grace. 

The train was empty and warm. I don't like snow, but it was 

soothing to look out the train window and see a sheet of white 
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covering the landscape. The gray sky and fresh snow made 

everything seem plain and calm. As the train moved along the 

Hudson, I thought what my mother told me about my mother's 

brother, Thomas, and his wife, Ethel Grace. I saw my uncle about 

once every few years. Aunt Ethel Grace, I barely knew. The last 

time I saw her I must have been around 6 or 7 and it was right after 

Christmas. My cousins had gotten a Big Wheel and I was jealous. It 

was the toy I wanted most in the world and I spent the entire visit 

riding it back and forth through the long narrow hallway of their 

South Bronx tenement apartment. All I could remember about what 

she looked like was her large shape in a chair, in the corner of the 

living room. She was sighing and laughing alternately as my mother 

and father talked to her. 

My mother told me bits and pieces about Aunt Ethel Grace's 

life. Apparently, Thomas and Ethel Grace met in high school. 

According to my mother, he was bright and handsome and sought 

after by a lot of young women. "Ethel Grace was smart. She was the 

valedictorian of her high school class. She met your Uncle Thomas 

at a ball game. Thomas had a girlfriend who was friends with Ethel 

Grace. Ethel Grace and a bunch of other girls would catch rides with 

Thomas and his girlfriend to the ball games and catch rides home. 

Thomas used to give each girl a ride, starting with his girlfriend and 

then give them a kiss goodnight. Ethel Grace used to sit in the back, 

making sure she was the last one. He took her home and gave her a 

kiss goodnight." This statement is packed with innuendo. 

My mother has a very southern way with telling a story that 

suggests whole sub-levels of conflict and detail that she only hints 
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at. It is up to the listener to "catch her meaning" and if you do not, 

the full dimensions of the story are lost to you. I guessed that if 

Aunt Ethel Grace made pains to be the last girl dropped off, there 

was more at stake than a kiss good night. 

"Well, Ethel Grace got pregnant. After the birth of her first 

child, Poochie, Thomas married her." My mother added, "After she 

had her baby we were after Thomas to get married, you know our 

family." I knew all too well that once a child was involved, my 

mother's family encouraged, pressured, practically forced the 

parties involved to get married, as the right thing to do. Anything 

else caused scorn and disappointment, a turn of the head and the look 

in the eyes that said " what's the matter with you, don't you want to 

be a good person?" 

Of course the pressure is much worse for women than men. For 

women, marriage in and of itself is an accomplishment. If the 

family member did not give in, they were talked about and dismissed 

from the family. 

"Well, at one time I had some influence over my brothers," my 

mother said, sighing. She would say nothing else on the matter of 

their wedding. 

Sometime after they were married, my uncle began to drink 

heavily. He spent more and more time outside the house and Aunt 

Ethel Grace had more children and developed an eating disorder. 

They had five children together. My Uncle drank to the point that he 

was rarely sober and when he was sober he was (usually violently) 

searching for his next drink. Aunt Ethel Grace ate so much that she 

weighed several hundred pounds by the time she died. My mother 
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says she rarely left her apartment. Toward the end, she was so 

large that she had difficulty moving from her chair in the corner of 

the living room. 

My mother said she talked to Aunt Ethel Grace not long before 

she died. I think they spoke occasionally on the phone and my mother 

made efforts to go visit her, but my mother said Aunt Ethel Grace 

made excuses. "Something would come up every time right before 

was scheduled to come by. She was ashamed of her appearance. She 

didn't want anyone to see her looking like that." 

Through it all she loved my Uncle Thomas even though he did 

not love her in the same way. In one of their last conversations 

together, Aunt Ethel Grace told my mother, "If the good Lord were to 

come to her right now and tell her she could have someone else who 

was rich and handsome and everything she would say, no Lord, give 

me my Thomas." 

My uncle could not afford to bury her; it would have taken a 

specially made casket and two plots to fit her body in the ground. 

The circumstances around her death are sketchy. My mother said 

that Ethel Grace told her that her health problems stemmed from 

childbirth. "She didn't take care of herself," my mother explained. 

Her youngest child was 16 years old. After everything Aunt Ethel 

Grace went through, there is still talk among my mother's family 

that they suspect not all of her children were fathered by my uncle. 

Before I realized what time it was, the train pulled into New York. 
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Ill. 

Everyone filed out at Penn Station. I took the downstairs to 

catch the Long Island Rail Road to Freeport. I called my sister from 

a pay phone. She said, "I'm going to the hospital, it's time. I'll wait 

for you." 

"It's going to take me an hour to get to Freeport. If it's time, 

it's time. I'll take a bus to the hospital and meet you there." 

"No, Mom and I will meet you at the station and then we'll go 

up to the hospital." Our discussion was cut short by a contraction. 

I stood in the terminal, anxiously watching the schedule board 

for the posting of my train. I glanced around at the other people 

watching with me, most of them in power suits. The station was 

packed. It look like rush hour even though it was only 2 o'clock in 

the afternoon. I recognized one other person--David Greenidge. 

David and I went from fifth grade through high school together. I had 

run into him two months before shortly after Christmas. He was 

coaching Michael's basketball team. 

I walked over across the Penn Station crowd and said hi. He 

introduced me to his rather goofy looking friend. We talked until the 

train came. He talked about himself and didn't ask me any questions. 

When the train arrived I sat in a different car. Unlike the smooth 

calming Amtrak train ride from Albany, the ride to Freeport on the 

Long Island Railroad is full of abrupt shifts and smells of old 

cigarettes and stale beer. Outside the window, strip malls and rows 

of houses that looked exactly alike passed by. I thought about David 

and our earlier meeting at the basketball practice. I hadn't seen him 

since high school graduation. We almost didn't recognize each 
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other, he was overweight and balding, and I am overweight and I cut 

off all my hair. 

We talked for a few minutes. It was nice to see someone I 

grew up with. I don't keep in touch with anyone from high school. The 

nearly ten years of distance between me and Freeport High School 

made me nostalgic. I almost missed Freeport High and its blue tiled 

walls and run-down classrooms. We exchanged the standard 

questions and answers--What do you do now? Where do you live? He 

said he worked as a technical consultant for a Chemical company in 

New York and lived with his mother in Freeport. I told him I was a 

writer and I worked at a publishing house. We exchanged addresses 

and phone numbers. He said he wanted to read my stories. As I 

began to talk to him, I was more aware that I looked different from 

everyone else in the gym. I didn't have any hair. Long Island is 

stereotyped as the land of the big hair and it's true, at least in 

Freeport. "What happened to your hair?" he asked. 

"I cut it." I said. 

"Why?" I looked at his face and his eyes darted around the room 

quickly checking the reactions of his friends and I remembered David 

for who he was--a jerk. The nostalgia faded. In high school, he had a 

crush on me and I liked him too, but because his friends teased him 

and called me fat, he stayed away. I was devastated, but I didn't let 

him know it. Ten years later I was standing in front of him, fifty 

pounds heavier and more awkward than I was in high school. I 

watched him as his eyes darted around the room at the other coaches 

to see if they were laughing at him for talking to me. He was still a 

jerk. 
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Unfortunately, my mother had been standing on the other side 

of the gym, watching. I glanced over my shoulder at her. She 

smiled--no beamed-- at me from the other side of the gym. 

worked all my life getting awards and honors and straight "A"s and 

showed her my published articles just to see her face beam like 

that, to have her look at me with pride. She was happy because after 

four years of being out to her as a lesbian, I was finally talking to a 

man. Despite myself, despite everything I believe, despite everything 

that has changed since I was a child and lived in her house, I wanted 

to please her and if pleasing her meant acting girlish and coy for 

this jerk, I wanted to do it. That's what made my mother's eyes 

twinkle. The whole ride back home she smiled and sang. She asked 

me all about him. I was livid. When we arrived home, we barely 

made it into the doorway before my mother called out to my sister, 

"Trena! Trena! Mattie met a guy that was in her class at Freeport 

High. What's his name?" 

sing. 

said. 

"David, "I mumbled. 

"His name is David." She said it like the angels were going to 

"Yeah, so?' Trena said. She remembered David from years ago. 

"They exchanged phone numbers," my mother said. 

"Ma, David's a jerk. He always was and he always will be," I 

My mother turned to my sister for support, "He works for 

chemical company in New York and coaches Michael's basketball 

team on the weekends. " 
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"He's a jerk, Ma," she said laying on her side, rubbing her belly. 

She was in her 7th month and the baby was resting on her kidney. 

She couldn't tolerate laying in any position for very long. 

"What would it hurt to call him up and talk to him?" my mother 

asked. I thought about doing it in order to find out about what some 

of the other people in our class were doing, but decided that it 

wouldn't be worth it. 

"I don't think so, Ma." 

"Why not? What would you have to lose?" 

"Forget it Ma, he's a moron." 

"You never know, people change." 

"You're just happy because it's a man." 

"You refuse to even talk to any men. It doesn't have to be 

David, maybe there is someone else out there for you. You don't even 

try." 

"Mom, I already have a girlfriend, I don't need anyone else." 

"Don't you ever want to settle down and have children?" 

"I can have kids. Rasey and I are always talking about having 

children." 

"No, you get married first, then you have children." 

"Rasey and I were thinking of having a marriage ceremony, 

what then?" I lied. 

"It's not the same in the eyes of God." She turned away from 

me in disgust. The impulse to make my mother happy was so strong, 

for a moment I was even considering going to have a drink with 

David if she wanted me to. Anything. 
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When the train arrived in Freeport, I saw David again on the 

platform. "Can I give you a ride anywhere?" he said. 

"No thanks, my mother will be here to pick me up." 

"So, I thought you said you were going to call, send me your 

stories." 

"Well, you could have called too." I was thankful to see my 

mother's car down below. 

We rode down the escalator in silence. 

"Take care," I said. We both nodded. 

My mother rolled down the window of the car. "Hi David. How 

are you," she said, waving. Trena was having contractions in the 

front seat. 

IV. 

"What are you doing?" I asked Trena. Why didn't you go on to 

the hospital?" I sat directly in back of her and held her hand. 

"I was waiting for you," she said. 

My eleven year old nephew, Michael was sitting in the back-seat 

with me. He didn't say anything, but he leaned forward and put his 

hand on his mother's shoulder. It looked like the storm hit Long 

Island harder than Albany. There were tall snow banks all along the 

sidewalks and trucks were still removing excess snow. I couldn't 

imagine my mother out in the middle of the blizzard, creeping along 

only to turn around and drive twenty miles back home. My nephews 

had stayed home for the other trips to the hospital. 

"Where's Kevin?" I asked Michael. 

"He's at home." Michael shrugged. 
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"Why isn't he here with his mother?" Kevin was twelve and 

every since he started junior high school, he had an obnoxious 

adolescent streak that emerged from time to time. Two adolescent 

teenage boys and a newborn. I did not envy my sister at all. 

In between contractions Trena announced that she was hungry. 

"Can we stop at Taco Bell?" Michael said. Trena was quiet and 

Michael sat back in his seat. 

"Later," my mother said. He sucked his teeth. Someone had to 

make it clear to him how devastating this whole thing was. 

"Michael, do you realize how much pain your mother is going 

through right now?" He shook his head. "Well let Aunt Mattie tell you, 

giving birth is like trying to pass a watermelon through your butt." 

His face froze in horror, then he shut his eyes and shook his head. He 

was much more patient after that. 

Nassau County Medical Center is the only public hospital in the 

area, meaning that they cannot turn a patient away because she/he 

does not have medical insurance. It was the primary source for 

medical attention for my entire family when I was growing up. My 

sister had both of her children there. The hospital is an imposing 40 

story tan cement building with short narrow windows that only 

opened part way. Underneath the windows there were rust stains 

that smeared down like tears on a heavily made-up cheek. The 

hospital's interior was decorated in the cylinder block style of 

1970's architecture. The walls were painted in flat colors, 

generally in shades of brown. The emergency room was like 

remembered it from my childhood, dark and busy. We rushed my 

sister up to the in-take widow, past the waiting room filled with 
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people sitting in hard gray or tan plastic chairs. The clerk behind 

the bullet proof glass window took my sister's name and told us to 

go straight up to maternity. No one offered to take her in a 

wheelchair. Naively, I asked for one anyway. "She can walk," the 

woman behind the glass said, leaning forward, and nodded to my 

sister who was already slowly making her way down the corridor to 

the patient elevator. "Don't worry about it, Matt," my sister said, 

holding her stomach. 

When we reached the maternity ward, they ushered my sister 

through two heavy metal doors and told my mother, Michael and me 

to sit in the waiting room until we were called. More accurately, it 

was the waiting area, a small section outside the doors to the 

maternity ward. The doors were locked. Only some of the doctors 

and nurses had keys, everyone else had to wait to be buzzed in. Two 

video cameras monitored the tiny waiting area and the door. The 

locked doors, the video cameras and the bullet proof glass were all 

new. They were depressing additions to an already dismal 

environment. I felt like I was in a prison, not a hospital. I could not 

imagine how Trena felt. What hadn't changed was the waiting area. 

It was exactly the same as it had been when Michael was born eleven 

years ago, down to the rows of hard black plastic chairs and two 

vending machines. The walls were the same light blue on tan color 

and conspicuously void of decoration. 

I called Kevin. "Hi Aunt Mattie. How's Mom?" The television 

was blaring in the background. 

"She's in the labor room. Why aren't you here?" 

"Is she staying?" 
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"I don't know yet. They haven't told us anything." 

"Do you think she's going to stay?" 

"Maybe. Don't you think you should be here for her even if she 

doesn't? 

"Yeah." His voice was changing. He sounded like a teenager 

using a little boy's voice. I told him the same thing I told Michael 

about how difficult it is to have a baby. 

"Oh man," he said, "that's disgusting, " he said. 

"Well, that's what your mother is going through right now," I 

said. When I hung up from Kevin, he told me to tell his grandmother 

that he wanted to come to the hospital. I sat down in the waiting 

area with Michael and my mother. I told her about the conversation 

with Kevin. "Good," she said. She approved of how I handled the 

situation. It occurred to me that she would have said the same 

things to Kevin, used guilt to get the response she wanted. We sat 

quietly for while. Both of us sat with our bags on our laps with our 

hands folded over the tops. She handed me her bag and she went to 

the bathroom. 

A nurse opened up the doors and called for Trena's relatives. 

She said that whoever was going to be with her in the delivery room 

could come in. I handed my mother's purse to Michael and went 

inside the locked doors. 

The nurse showed me and my sister to labor room number five. 

It was a single room with white walls and light blue trim. Little 

blue-bonneted Holly Hobbies were scattered across he white 

background and stuck on the doors. Directly behind the bed on the 

wall was a large yellow square and directly in front was a cheap, 
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blue and white framed painting. All of the labor rooms look exactly 

alike. "I have to tell Michael that this is the same room I had him in. 

He'll like that," she said. 

The nurse had her walk up and down the hall in front of the 

nurses station, in order to help the baby move into position. Trena 

was exhausted. She walked for as long as she could then she went 

back and laid down. Every once and a while a nurse would pop her 

head in and say, "You're not walking." My mother went home and 

picked up Kevin and sneaked Trena some food. They were not allowed 

to come inside, nor was Trena allowed to go out into the waiting 

area. 

At around 10 pm her contractions were still coming 10-15 

minutes apart. A doctor came in (the first one we'd seen since she 

checked in at 3.30 pm) and measured the width of her cervix--the 

wider the cervix, the closer it was to delivery. She was an intern. 

She told us that Trena was 4 or 5 centimeters wide. The doctor 

decided to induce labor. They hooked Trena up to an IV, but nothing 

happened for several hours. Her contractions were still coming 

about 12 minutes apart. We sang songs to get her mind off the pain. 

We sang everything from R&B classics to nursery rhymes. We both 

took naps between contractions. I went out into the waiting area and 

talked to my mother and the boys. She took the boys home and 

waited for my call. 

The attending physician came in at midnight and said she was 

only 3 centimeters wide, but there wasn't anything they could do 

now. My sister grabbed my arm. "Mattie, please make sure nothing 
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happens to me," she said, "These people don't know that they're 

doing." 

100 

"I'm right here Trena," I said. but I felt just being there was 

not enough. All I could do was bear witness, I felt powerless to 

make anything better. 

Around 2 am Trena's water broke and her contractions started 

to come faster and harder. She screamed through every wave of pain 

that overtook her body. I could see her abdomen contract violently. 

don't know if I could ever give my body over to another human being 

like that. The intern and the nurses fluttered around her, inserting 

insulated wires into Trena and attaching them on the baby's head. 

Every few minutes the machine malfunctioned and they lost the 

baby's heart rate. They brought in new machines, inserted wires into 

my sister. I lost count of how many times. Trena complained about 

the discomfort of the monitors. "It can't be helped. We have to keep 

track of the baby's heart rate, "she said almost yelling at my sister. 

"It's ok Trena, hold onto me," I said. 

"It's not ok!" Trena said squeezing my arm through the 

contraction until I thought she would snap it in two with one hand. 

She was trembling harder than I have ever seen another person 

tremble. Her entire body shook and she let out a low moaning sound. 

"It's my fault," she said, "I should have waited. It's my fault." 

tried to comfort her but I could tell she couldn't here me. 

Finally, they rushed her into the delivery room. It was my 

first time in an operating room. The whole room was metal and 

shiny. There was a large drain in the middle of the floor. A tall, 



white skinned doctor with a Latin accent who I had never seen 

before took over. The intern stayed to assist. 

"Push!" the nurses and doctors said. Trena was crying and 

screaming "Help me God! Oh Please!" There was snot and spit and 

urine and shit all over the table. Trena grabbed a nurse who yelled 

at her. "Get off me! Get off me, I said!" She slapped her thighs until 

Trena released her grip. I stepped forward and told her to hold onto 

me instead. The nurse walked away from the table and checked her 

arm for broken skin. Trena did not draw blood, but she walked out 

anyway. 

Finally I saw the baby's head. It was covered in mucus and 

blood and hair. The body came out smoothly soon afterward. The 

doctor held the baby upside-down. His lungs filled with air and a 

healthy cry came out. "It's a boy!" Trena pushed more time for the 

after birth. The intern began to make the stitches. 

The doctor ushered me over to where the baby was being 

cleaned and weighed under a heating lamp. He held my arm in front 

of the stand. "Look, see, a healthy baby. You should name him Hakim 

so he can be a hip-hop dude with that big pine," he said, pointing at 

my new nephews penis. I looked at him in horror. He barked orders at 

the remaining staff and walked arrogantly out the door. I returned 

to my sister, who was still shaking and barely conscious. They gave 

me Marcus to hold. His skin was gray and his eyes were opened wide. 

My sister named him Marcus Tyler. 

This is where it starts. From the first moment of life other 

people begin to try to impose their ideas into our lives. 

Unbeknownst to us, we come into the world with an army of people 
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who, for their own reasons, think that we should live a particular 

way. My nephew came into the world with his own voice filling the 

room. I hope he lives with the strength of that voice leading the 

way. 
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PALL MALLS 

Me and my momma both got wrinkled hands. My momma is real dark 

like me, but beautiful. She's thirty years older than me I am twenty 

years old and we both got wrinkled hands, dark hands with dark 

crevaces and creases and lines that show what we been through. Me 

and my momma been through a lot. She used to smoke so much, so 

bad, two packs of Pall Malls a day. She left burn marks all over the 

kitchen all over the house she made little holes with charred rims. 

When I was a little girl her eyes were yellow from smoking too many 

Pall Malls. One of the veins had busted, leaving a brown streak down 

from the upper lid to the dark, black eyeball. I used to look into her 

eyes and think she was dying. My sister and I got so scared looking 

into our momma's eyes. My momma had all kinds of bad luck like 

that and the day she met my daddy was the unluckiest day of her life. 

He beat her everyday for nothing at all. Came home sober, with his 

fist in a ball, ready to beat the death back. Ready to choke her on it, 

fuck it out of himself, punch out the foul smell that came from his 

mouth everytime he had to say· yes sir, yes sir. He walked the 

nightshift a young black man who was doing an old man's job, she 

said. You don't know nothing. You're nothing without me. I taught you 



English, motherfucker 

smoking a cigarette, 

crying. He was gone. 

you couldn't read without my help, she said 

Pall Malls at the kitchen Table. She was 

Left the house went out to be with his 

brothers and his mother. He always came back, sober. She was tall, 

dark and lean with high cheekbones from her momma, my Granma, 

who was North Carolina Cherokee and had wrinkled hands too. He 

always came home, sober, raging about being a black man but that 

always confused me because she is dark too, real dark, like me, but 

beautiful. It was always her fault. He'd take his fist and bury it in 

her body or use it like a club against the side of her head. My sister 

and I thought she was going to die, so we threw away her cigarettes. 

We gathered them from all over the house and opened the lid of the 

metal can and we threw them in. We watched for the garbage truck 

to take them away and we refused to get ther anymore cigarettes. 

She smoked so much, so bad, two packs of Pall Malls a day. She had a 

big brown line of a broken blood vessel that started on the top of her 

eyeball and made it's way to the pupil. Her fingertips were yellow 

they were this strange yellow color, the same yellow that was in 

her eyes. They were set off by the dark skin around them. My 

momma is real dark like me, but beautiful. It scared us so much my 

sister and I thought she was going to die. But it's ok now because 

he's gone and she don't smoke no more. Her fingertips aren't yellow 

no more either. But her hands are still wrinkled, just like mine. 
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AUDREY 

"This shit is fucking ugly," I say to my friend sitting next to 

me, pointing to the so-called art on the wall. I am at the State 

Street Pub where they are having a gallery opening for a local artist 

I don't know. 

All evening, everyone was all smiles and nods and, "That one 

really provokes something in me," and "Oh, I love it! I just cant' 

afford it right now," and more fake crap like that. 

"Hey, Beah!" Charlene's voice rushes into my conversation. 

"You're supposed to be an artist, when are you going to do something 

besides criticize other people?" 

"What business is it of yours, Char-lene?" She hates it when 

mimic her Southern accent. "I don't remember talking to you." 

"'C'mon, Charlene, leave it alone," one of her stubby softball 

buddies is pulling her away by her rugby shirt. 

"You're a fucking loudmouth, Beah." 

"I'm right here, Charlene. Anytime." I get off the bar stool, with 

my chest out and both my arms raised to let her know I am ready for 

whatever she wants. I know what she wants. Charlene wants 



Audrey back. They were lovers until Audrey found her in bed with 

another woman. Stupid bitch. 

"Did you see that?" I turn back to my friend. "What was that 

all about." 

"I think the artist is her sister or something," she says. 

"Her sister? I didn't know it was her sister." I look around the 

room again. "And it's still ugly," I say and we both laugh. The 

summer came early this year, making the days unbearable, but the 

nights are beautiful. I'm not going to let Charlene get to me tonight. 

That artsy crowd has cleared out and a few of my friends are 

left. We are all celebrating the return of summer. A new crowd 

comes in, more friends. I keep drinking beers, no hard liquor, like 

promised Audrey I would. 

One woman I've never seen before orders a Screaming Orgasm 

from my favorite sexy bartender who then says, "I can give you an 

Orgasm but how do I make you scream?" It goes on like that for a 

while, then the woman I've never seen before tells the bartender how 

to make an Orgasm scream. We all have a couple. I don't hear what 

the scream ingredient is. I think the woman I've never seen before is 

my ex-girlfriend's new girlfriend, but that doesn't even matter, I am 

enjoying myself too much. I stay until someone asks me where 

Audrey is. 

"What time is it?" I ask. It's 3am, Audrey must be home from 

work by now. "I've got to go, Audrey's probably home from work." 

Somebody makes the sound of a whip cracking and they all laugh. 

* * * 
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--

As we pass through the city in the cab home, the swirl of the 

lights that go by have a special kind of glow. Jesus or God or Buddha 

or somebody like that is in Albany tonight. The cab driver doesn't say 

anything when I tell him about this. 

It is times like this that I miss Audrey's fun side. I like to 

relax a little on the weekends, go out for drinks with friends, dance, 

but not Audrey. Early in our relationship we used to go out, but she 

stopped coming with me to clubs or parties after the night I got into 

a fight. We were dancing, having a good time, until this little fag 

started stepping on my foot. At first, I thought it was an. accident 

because the dance floor was packed. I acted like I didn't notice and 

moved out of his way, but he kept on doing it until I finally told him 

to stop. Audrey started pulling me away from the floor, telling me 

to forget it and I was going to, but he called me a bitch in front of 

the whole crowd. I punched him. He went down squealing, "She hit 

me, that fucking bitch hit me!" 

Audrey ran out of the club, to our car. I followed her. It was 

around the fourth of July and in the parking lot there was a sweet 

smell of burned explosives and fading fire. 

"I want to go home," she said. 

"Can you believe that little shit?" My hand stung from the 

impact with the guy's face. I was wearing my red silk shirt and 

black pants and the breeze glided the silk across my skin like cool 

water. All I wanted was to enjoy it. 

"Will you please, give me the keys," she said, holding one hand 

on her hips while the other rested on the roof of the car. 
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"Did you hear him scream? I should have hit him again, just for 

being a little wus," I said, getting into the car. Then, in the side

view mirror, I saw her walking away. I opened the door and stood 

next to the driver's seat. "Where the tuck are you going?" I said. 

Right around that time Charlene came out of the club and stood there 

watching the whole thing from the other side of the parking lot. 

She stopped and turned around to yell at me, "You're drunk, give 

me the keys." Her words were muffled with tears. 

"Calm down, will you." 

A couple of Charlene's friends came out of the club and they all 

stood by the back entrance, watching. 

"I'm too old for this, Beah." 

"Audrey, what was I supposed to do? He called me a bitch." 

"I'm taking a cab." she said, standing in the lane with her arms 

folded across her chest. I could have killed her. 

I thought, tuck it. Fuck the firecrackers, tuck Charlene, tuck 

the keys and I said, "You want the keys? Here, take the damn keys!" 

and took some keys out of my pocket and tossed them to her. They 

caught her in the face, below her left eye. I didn't mean that. 

Charlene started shouting like some sort of maniac, saying that she 

was going to kick my ass, but her friends were holding her back. 

Then a few other people came. Audrey got to tell everybody what a 

monster I was. I took off and walked home. What difference did it 

make then anyway? Nobody was going to believe me. 

When I got home her face was all puffy from crying. The spot 

on her cheek was just a little scratch--her face wasn't bleeding or 

anything. She didn't speak to me for three days. 
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* * * 

The apartment is hot and stuffy. Audrey is awake and waiting 

for me. We don't have an air conditioner, but all the windows are 

open and the ceiling fan in the kitchen is on high, but there still isn't 

any air. I am sitting at the kitchen table and she is pacing back and 

forth. Audrey's words were coming slowly at me from the big blur 

where her head used to be, "All you ever tell me are lies," she says. 

Audrey is frowning. Her frowns make lines in the middle of her 

forehead and around her eyes. The deeper ones on her forehead 

stayed there even when she stopped being upset. When she leans 

across the table I can see the new growth of hair underneath her 

nurse's cap. She is turning gray. Thirty eight years old and she's 

already going gray. I like her hair best when it is all straightened 

and pulled back in a bun so that she can pin her nurse's cap on top. 

love to watch Audrey get ready for her shift at the pediatrics unit. 

The pants of her uniform are a little too tight around the hips, giving 

them a slightly masculine fit. I kiss her, rubbing my hands over the 

starched smoothness. Sometimes, when she comes home from work, 

I make love to her while she still has it on--nurse's cap and all. 

Something about the uniform makes it seem forbidden, almost like 

making love to a nun, except for the slight bulge of the pills in her 

pockets that she steals from the supply room. 

"How much did you drink tonight?" She is staring at my eyes. 

She thinks she can tell how many drinks I've had by the shade of red 

my eyes are. I am concentrating on the tips of Audrey's fingers as 

she leans forward on the kitchen table. I wonder how the tips of her 
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fingers can hold her up like that. For a moment, her whole body ends 

at those ten smooth brown and tan surfaces. 

"A few beers, " I say. I try to get my fingers to hold me up too, 

meet her tip to tip, but I can't keep my balance and I sit down. 

She is looking at me so intensely that for a second I think she 

is going to spit in my face, but all she does is talk. "Do you think I'm 

a child? Do you think you can sit here and lie and I won't know?" 

The ceiling fan cuts through the air above our heads, like spinning 

knives. When she stands up, the rotating blades chop parts of 

Audrey's words, making the funniest sentences, "How 

... call ... a ... reation ... ? Don ... care whate ... you .. do ... ? Who think 

you ... huh?" 

I try to cover my laugh with my hand but that makes her yell 

even louder, taking her hands off the table to put one on her hip. Her 

voice is louder than the incredibly loud ceiling fan. 

She says, "You think that's fucking funny?" She cursed. 

Audrey never curses. The suddenness of her words makes me stop 

laughing and focus against my will. 

She walks over to the sink and rattles a couple of dirty pots 

around. The kitchen is a mess. Everything is as she left it when she 

went to work yesterday, maybe a few more dirty dishes. A rotten 

odor was coming from the sink, spreading across the apartment. My 

stomach heaves, but I bite my tongue and forced the vomit down. 

"Look at this place. I worked two shifts only to come back to 

this stinking mess. I can't live like this anymore." 

"'I can't live like this anymore"' I say, putting both my hands 

on my hips, mimicking her. 
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"That's it, everything is a joke to you." 

"It's my goddamn apartment too, I'll leave it the way I fucking 

wanna leave it." I am coming down, my buzz fading and the fan 

recedes into ceiling. I watch her sit down, pulling the hairpin from 

the back of her nurse's cap and lay it down on the table. 

"How funny will it be when I get tired of you and your 

foolishness? Then where would you be? Huh?' It's a small town. You 

think there's anybody left in town who doesn't know what you're 

like?" she said, waving one hand in the air in front of my face. 

That isn't funny. That's a threat. "Who--" acid shot into my 

throat, "who in the hell do you think you are?" 

"I'm the one who pays the bills." 

The room is moving a little slower and I was starting to see a 

little better. Who does she think she is to threaten me? I can feel 

myself gathering heat from all over my body. I can hear noise inside 

my head like the creaking of a steel door coming down and I've heard 

this before an I know I won't be able to stop it. The arches of my 

feet are radiating heat straight up through my legs and I stand up, 

steady, more steady than I've been in days. 

"Fuck you! I don't need you anyway." She thinks I can't make it 

on my own, she thinks I need her for everything. She's so superior, 

sitting there in her angel's uniform. "Miss Black fucking Nightingale 

and shit." I grab the collar of her uniform and pull her up to my 

level. "Are you saying that I don't have a life without you?" The 

metal inside my head is scraping together; I tighten my grip on her. 

"No, Beah, I didn't-" 
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"Fuck you and your holier than thou shit." I release her, with a 

push and she grabs the table to keep from falling. "You the one 

popping pills every day." 

"I take those for my work--" 

"To help you stay awake my ass." My hands wanted something 

to do as heat filled my arms to the tips of my fingers. I back her up 

against the doorway to our bedroom with quick shoves. "You think I 

can't live without you?" 

"Beah, please don't do this tonight." 

"How's this for living, huh?" I raise my hand like I'm going to 

hit her and she covers her face. This is a deliberate reference to the 

key thing and it makes me want to smack her more. I can't feel 

anything but heat and the taste of metal in my mouth. 

She is saying, "Ok, Beah, I'm sorry. I'm sorry" 

"Yeah, how big are you now? Try and pull that Florence 

Nightingale shit on me." My hands are hot now, burning. "Junky." I've 

never called her that before. I say it like it was an extension of my 

hands, like the word itself can leave a mark. Saying it gives my 

hands permission to move on their own. One grabs her arm down and 

the other hits her in the face. I keep hitting her until only thing 

hear is the sound of my hand across her skin and the ceiling fan 

slicing the room. When I stop, the doors inside my head are 

completely shut and I can't hear anything. Not the fan, not Audrey 

crying. Nothing. 

* * * 

"Audrey, I'm sorry," I say, but she has locked the bedroom door 

and won't let me in. I hate to sleep alone. As a kid, me and my baby 
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sister used to tell each other ghost stories until we were so scared 

we ran into our parent's room and begged to sleep with them. My 

mother hated it. She said our whining gave her a headache. She 

always said that between my father's snoring and our whining that 

she was going to have to leave to find someplace peaceful to sleep. 

The day I saw her cold in her casket from Cirrhosis, I knew she 

finally got her wish. 

Sometimes, I dream about her. My mother is sitting down with 

a liter of Budweiser by her feet. She's got her lips wrapped around 

one of those thin, lady cigars and her brown lipstick matches the 

cigar paper. When she laughs, smoke billows out of her mouth. Then 

she turns to see me staring at her, "Come here!" she says. And her 

eyes are yellow and red and her teeth are clenched, the same yellow 

as her eyes and she says, "What the tuck are you looking at?" I wake 

up with my knees pressed against my chest. 

* * * 

The next day, Audrey and I don't talk about it. I get a call from 

a friend of mine who is the arts editor for Women's Monthly 

magazine. We worked together at another magazine about five years 

ago. We were the only two Black women on the staff and I think 

she's the only Black person on this magazine. She says they need 

pictures of Gay Pride in New York for a feature on Pride parades 

around the state called Out Loud. 

"That's a dumb name," I say. 

"Yeah, I know. Listen, it's a $500 job if the photos are good." 

At first she wants me to shoot the parade here in Albany. 
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"You don't want Albany, just some sad queens and a few 

softball dykes. Who's working the City?" 

"No one right now." She is silent for a few seconds. I suppress 

my urge to say anything. I'm afraid I may start begging right here. 

"All right, Beah. I'll see what I can do. But don't fuck up," she says. 

"Don't worry. I know what I'm doing." 

I tell Audrey about my assignment in New York. "Why don't you 

cover the one up here?" she asks, looking up from her book. She's 

always reading some trashy novel or another. She tries to be 

helpful, but she doesn't know anything about photography. I tell her 

how exciting this is for me, how great for my career. She asks me 

what kind of magazine it is, when the pictures would come out, when 

I'll get paid. 

reach over and kiss her, sliding my hands over the contours of 

her neck and shoulders. "This could be so good for me, " I whisper. 

"If this goes over well, I'll be getting assignments all the time. I'll 

finally pull in some money on a regular basis." 

I moved in with Audrey two years ago because I lost my job 

at the camera shop. We had been dating for a while and she 

suggested that I stay at her place until I found another job. There is 

nothing available except for temporary or part-time work. Whenever 

I have a steady job I try to make things nice for us. I buy a few 

things for the apartment and for Audrey. 

"I'm glad you got the assignment," she says. "Tell me how it 

goes." She returned to her book. 

"I know you'll be relieved to get rid of me," I say, teasing her. 

She doesn't look up. 
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* * * 

It's sunny, but not too hot, perfect weather for Pride. Dykes on 

Bikes lead the festivities like they do every year. I take a great shot 

of a woman in a leather mini skirt and a t-shirt that says, "Biker 

Dyke" blowing a kiss into the camera. The parade starts at 49th and 

5th Ave then follows the lavender strip that is painted down 5th to 

the Village--that's where the best shots are. That's where worn out 

drag queens who just walked the entire parade route in stiletto 

heels give the crowd their last gasp of divineness. I take a roll at 

49th, then take the subway to Washington Square Park. I drink a 

couple of wine coolers and take a couple of rolls of the crowd that is 

already gathering in anticipation of the huge party to follow. 

There are so many couple around. Someone is carrying a banner 

that says, "Queers Take Over New York!" The streets are packed with 

an entire spectrum of people all enjoying these few hours of 

community and I am alone. Even if Audrey was here, she wouldn't be 

any fun. 

Audrey is always to serious--work is her life. I try everything 

to get her to laugh. She just sucks her teeth and looks at me with a 

sly smile, "Why do you want to cut the fool all the time, huh?" 

One morning I caught her in the bathroom and she said, "Beah, 

I'm not ticklish." 

"Oh yeah?" I said as I ran my hands up her sides, gently frisking 

her with the tips of my fingers. Her face defiant in the bathroom 

mirror in front of us. She didn't laugh until I hit the right spot under 

her arms. She exploded with laughter, her knees bent, arms in the 
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air, her body gave in to pleasure. She sunk, giggling and squirming 

onto the floor. 

It's rare that she laughs like that with me. Only when she's 

with the kids in the hospital. Sometimes when I pick her up from 

work I see her with them, joking and playing games. It's like she's a 

totally different person. The more I think about it the more I want 

to have a good time despite her. 

I wind up at the Clit Club which is located in the meat packing 

district. They're having a special PrideFest and it's jammed with 

people. I push my way over to the bar and order a Screaming Orgasm. 

The bartender puts a drink in front of me and rolls her eyes. I watch 

the go-go dancers for a while and have a couple more drinks and I 

ask a few women to dance. 

An hour and a few drinks later I am perched next to the 

dancers' platform, thoroughly entertained by the beat of the music 

and the swirl of flashing lights. Through the pulse of dancers I 

notice a woman looking at me with her group of friends edging her to 

talk to me. She walks over to me, guided by a push from her friend. 

"Why don't you give a white girl a chance?" she says, smiling. 

"What?" I say, stunned. The girl has blonde hair and big blue 

eyes. Her hair is buzzed short, so short that it looks like peach fuzz. 

She is wearing black Doc Maartins with red laces, denim shorts and 

white t-shirt--exactly like 15 other white women in the bar. 

"You've asked three women to dance tonight. Why don't you give 

a white girl a chance?" 
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Should I be offended? She is smiling up at me. Something 

about her smile disarms me. I allow myself to be gently pulled onto 

the dance floor. 

"You dance pretty good for a white girl," I say. She laughs and 

tells me her name is Sara. 

Audrey distrusts my attraction to white women. When we 

first started going out I was still dating this red head who Audrey 

hated mostly by virtue of the fact that she was white. 

"How come you like them so much?" she asked. 

"I didn't plan it. It just worked out that way," I said. 

"I bet you treat them better." 

"Better than what?" 

"They always get treated better." 

"That's bullshit," I said. 

She sucked her teeth "No, don't tell me, I know." She told me 

about how her ex-husband left her for a white woman ten years 

younger than her. "She wasn't even blonde, like they usually want. 

No, he goes for this skinny, mousy looking thing." 

"I'm not your ex-husband," I said. 

Audrey would hate Sara. A block of Reggae comes on. I hold 

her closer and attempt to bellyrub with her a little. She is unsure of 

how to do the dance. "You have all night to learn," I say. 

I buy Sara a drink. She tells me that she is originally from 

Maine or Vermont or some cold place like that. "I came to New York 

to study film at NYU, but I changed to an English major in my 

sophomore year," she says. I estimate that she is about 8 years 

younger than me. She keeps talking and I try and smile a lot, but 
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what I'm really thinking about is how firm her breasts look, pushing 

from behind her white t-shirt. 

Her friends have decided to leave. She asks me for my phone 

number. I try to make up a fake one, but I keep putting in too many 

numbers. I give up and give her a number that I know. She walks to 

the door and says good-bye to her friends. She comes back to me and 

we talk some more, or she talks and the only thing I can hear or feel 

is the beat of the music. 

"Do you want to go to my place?" she says. I can't think of a 

reason not to go. I like her smile. Audrey will never find out. No one 

knows me here. 

We are in her tiny East Village apartment. It is small and dark 

on the street outside smells like urine. She doesn't have the 

voluptuous proportions of Audrey. I can hear the steel door in my 

head coming down. My eyes are closed and I'm in Albany, picturing 

Audrey on the ontology unit, giving her dying children all her love. 

Sara is underneath me, moaning, and it takes me a second to 

remember where I am. Her cheap futon is creaking under our weight 

and Sara is groaning louder while I pretend that I am concentrating 

on my fingers inside her. I say, "C'mon baby, yeah," and stupid crap 

like that. Her roommate is pounding on the wall, yelling that she is 

trying to sleep. 

I am swallowing a lot to keep myself from feeling the spinning 

room. My hand is moving inside her, but my mind is still in Albany, 

and I can see the burned-out look in Audrey's eyes after being on call 

for 36 hours. I want to be here, not in Albany. She says my name. I 

want to be nice to her, just this one time. I'll never see her again. 
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The room is engulfed in silence and all I can do is fight back vomit 

and tears. The door is shut. My mouth is moving, but I can't hear 

what I'm saying. Sara is moving faster against my hand and I hope 

I'm saying I'm sorry. I hope I am making a confession, but I don't 

think so. I think I'm saying more fake crap, but that's not what I 

want to say. I want to say I know you think this is all right, but it's 

not, it's not and I'm sorry. 

It is over and she is lying in my arms, running up and down my 

stomach. She looks younger without any clothes on. I want her to 

yell at me, to tell me to get out. But she lays there, stroking me. 

The last thing I hear is her whisper in my ear, "Thank you." 

I turn my head. 

* * * 

I wake up to a blur of sunlight and white walls. I gradually 

find my way across the apartment to the kitchen. All she has are 

wine coolers. I use her phone to call home. Audrey is up. We talk a 

little. She tells me about her shift. I ask her about her book, "Did 

you finish it?" She is reading some sci-fi trilogy thing. They are 

always too long and too weird form my taste. 

"I stopped reading it. I kept expecting it to get better and then 

it didn't, so I stopped." We didn't say anything for a few seconds. 

"How is the weekend going?" she asked. "Anything special happen?" 

"Nope, nothing." I glance over at Sara who is still sleeping. 

The covers are tossed off and she is lying on her stomach, naked, 

breathing deeply, her mouth slightly open. 

"You weren't in your room last night. I tried several times 

before I went on my shift." 
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I was prepared for this one. "I got some great shots of the 

parade and then I saw a couple of other photographers that I know. 

We went out for a couple of drinks after the parade was over. 

Nothing special." 

"Don't lie to me, Beah, I swear--" 

"Trust me, nothing happened. I'm taking the next train up. I 

love you." I hang up. 

Sara insists on helping me to the train station. We go to my 

hotel and pick up my stuff and then take a cab over to Penn Station. 

"Why didn't you tell me you lived in Albany?" she says. Over 

the loudspeaker I hear my train being called. I find my ticket in my 

bag, but I can't find the rolls of film I took of the parade. Sara is 

still talking. "My parents want me to go to state school next year. 

I am praying to Buddha or Jesus or whoever can hear me, please 

give me back my film. I will be better to Audrey and I will make 

love with her anytime she wants and I will go to AA. Anything, 

anything to find my film. 

"I guess I will see you again after all," she says, her voice 

interrupting my prayers. 

"What?" Over the loudspeaker I hear that it is the last call for 

The Adirondack Express to Albany. 

"I said my parents want me to transfer to a state 

school closer to where they live." She is smiling. I look at her in 

amazement. Why is she still here? The crowd is pushing through to 

the escalators. She whispers in my ear, "They just moved to Troy. 

can't wait to see you again." She kisses me on the cheek the way 

lesbians do in public. All I can do is stand here with my bag, looking 
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at her. "Don't miss your train," she says giggling. Then she gives me 

a little push into the crowd that is cramming into the narrow 

entrance of the escalator. She is waving, smiling, her big blue eyes 

look even bigger and bluer in the glare of the station lights. She is 

leaning over the side of the escalator. "Take care. I'll call you," she 

says. 
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THIEVES 

I saw Cindy Greene the day my lover, Sharon, left me. 

Sharon called me from work to say that she was going to be 

home late and that she had something important to tell me. "I don't 

know what time," she said, her voice cracking a little at the end. I 

could tell from her voice it was no use pursuing it any further, she 

was one of those people who demands that everyone stay away from 

them when they are hurt. My main concern was that she was upset 

with me again. We had been fighting constantly ever since she 

started working at her new job. That Fall she was awarded her first 

full time-teaching position at private elementary school outside of 

Boston. Sharon had always been shy and quiet like me, but as soon as 

she accepted that teaching job, she grew more withdrawn and 

paranoid. 

After the first week of school she went to the beauty parlor 

and relaxed her hair into pin straight strands. "This looks more 

professional," she said. 

"Who said that?" 

"Some of my colleagues at work have mentioned that I might 

want to change my look." 



"Why are you listening to other people. I liked it the way it 

was." 

"You'll get used to it," she said. I thought it looked like a wig. 

Usually, she washed it every week, and I straightened her hair with 

the comb-end of a blow-dryer, then she pulled it back into a small 

pony-tail with a clip or a rubber band. Her new hair-style fell in 

stringy lines around her face, interrupted by a bang that was cut in a 

perfect line from one side of her forehead to the other. 

By the middle of January, Sharon was afraid to be seen with 

me in public for fear that one of her students or their parents might 

see us together. We were never totally out , but at least we went to 

the movies or to a club every once in a while. She had even insisted 

that we stop shopping together. 

About two weeks before, Sharon came home, threw her 

briefcase on the sofa and told me that at her job, two little girls 

were caught kissing on the playground after school. They were 

dragged into the principal's office and asked questions. Their 

parents were called in and after a long meeting, they said they saw 

another female teacher kiss her friend in the parking lot once and 

they thought it would be fun for two girls to pretend to be married. 

The school was in an uproar after the incident. The teacher the girls 

had seen was fired and she threatened to sue the school. 

"I don't know what she was thinking. Kiss your girlfriend on 

school property? What did she expect? She's made it horrible for all 

of us," she said, finally pulling off her coat. 

The day I saw Cindy, I went to a women's bookstore after work 

to buy Sharon a gift. I thought if she saw a new book, or a small 
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piece of jewelry that she might open up to me. It was the end of 

February and she had almost stopped talking to me. A peeling cold 

Boston wind whipped through the women's bookstore whenever 

anyone opened the door. At the jingle of the door chimes every 

patron pulled her coat a little closer in anticipation of the sudden 

shudder, taking a second to glare in the direction of the door. When I 

looked up to glare at the next customer, I was shocked to find a 

familiar curve to the face in the doorway. I couldn't place her at 

first, but she was compelling enough for me to roll through my 

mental rolodex of faces. She took off her hat, exposing a head full of 

budding dreads, decorated with cowry shells and beads. Her skin 

was not ashen with the cold like mine, but maintained it's luster. 

watched her, desperately trying to match her face with my list of 

old acquaintances. It wasn't until she smiled that I recognized her. 

It was a smile that brightened my life in Brooklyn fifteen years 

earlier. Damn, I thought, she still has perfect skin. 

In sixth grade I was best friends with Cindy Greene. I met 

Cindy the week before school started, when she, her parents and her 

big brother Lamont, moved into the brownstone next door to ours. I 

was outside playing handball by myself when she walked up to me. 

She was wearing denim overalls and hot pink plastic "jelly" sandals. 

"Hey what's up? My name is Cindy," she said sticking both 

hands inside of her overalls. "Do you live here?" she asked, pointing 

to my building with her elbow. I nodded. "What's your name," she 

asked me. 

"Denise," I said, barely getting the words out. She was 

beautiful and I wasn't. Her light brown skin seemed to glow in the 
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August sun. She had perfect cornrows which were neatly tucked 

under at the end of each row. She was talking to me. Things like 

that never happened to me. Most of the kids on the block didn't want 

to have anything to do with me, or they picked on me because they 

knew I didn't fight back. I was short and chubby and my skin was 

already beginning to break out and my hair never stayed in braids too 

long, even if my mother gave it a touch-up with the hot comb every 

morning. 

"What grade you in?" 

"Sixth," I said. 

"Oh Yeah? So am I. I'll see you around then, huh?" She waved 

and ran inside her building. 

I didn't see her much during the rest of the week, toward the 

end I almost believed she was a figment of my imagination. But 

when school started Cindy hung out with me during recess. We 

walked home together, gossiping and chasing away the boys that 

followed us from school as we walked all the way from Public 

School 219 to our houses on 93rd St. 

Sometimes, the boys shouted at me, "Hey Kunta Kinte! You ugly 

bitch." We all shared an African ancestry, but the reference to the 

Roots character still stopped me in my tracks. It felt like shards of 

ice ran through my veins. In my mind I saw myself grotesque and 

cartoonish with bulging eyes and flapping lips set off from a soot

black face. On the rare occasions when I tried to fight back, the 

boys, smelling fear, descended upon me, laughing. "Hey! Kunta Kinte 

has something to say. What's that Kunta?" 
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Cindy pulled me away from their voices. "Don't listen to them," 

she said. 

We played in the basement of her building until dinnertime. 

The basement was only half remodeled. It looked like the owner of 

the building tried to make it into another apartment but ran out of 

money before the job was done. They laid down a new tile floor and 

finished the ceiling lights, but the plumbing didn't work right and 

there weren't any doors in any of the rooms. Still, it felt like it was 

our own. 

Before we went down to the basement, we always stopped to 

scavenge a supply of cookies from Mrs. Greene's kitchen. Mrs. Greene 

was at all, light-skinned woman with freckles around her nose and 

small, sharp eyes. She did not like me or my family much at all. She 

was always in the kitchen when we came in, standing with her hands 

on her hips and eyes that shot daggers into me. After Cindy and I had 

been playing in the basement for a while, we would hear Mrs. Greene 

come down the stairs to call Cindy to dinner and usher me out of the 

house. "Look at you two, thick as thieves. Don't think you going to 

stay in this cold basement all night long. You've got homework to do, 

you know." 

One time, after I ducked out of the apartment into the hallway, 

I overheard her talking about me to Cindy. "That girl is no good. Why 

do you want to waste your time doing foolishness with her for?" 

"Mom, Denise is ok. You just don't give her a chance." 

"I'm telling you she's no good. I've never seen her pick up a 

book. Her mother lets the child run wild over here until all hours. 

She never calls to check on her, it's shameful." 
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Meanwhile, my mother was very suspicious about the goings on 

over at the Greene's. "What do they do over there to keep you so 

long? Why can't you stay at your own house sometime instead of 

runnin' with that rude little 'ting?" Then she sucked her teeth at the 

thought of me spending so much time with Cindy. 

Despite her mother's objections, Cindy still wanted to be my 

best friend. In the afternoons we sat in the basement of Cindy's 

building, covered by an old blanket and holding flashlights 

underneath our faces to create a ghostly shadow. We told each other 

scary stories and ate the cookies we grabbed from her mother's 

kitchen. Sometimes we kissed after the stories. The kissing was 

Cindy's idea at first, but after that I thought of all the kinds of 

reasons why we should kiss. Mostly, we practiced kissing boys we 

would never kiss in real life, like the lead singer of Kool in the Gang 

or Duane from the tv show "What's Happening". 

One afternoon Cindy decided that we should make ourselves 

officially "blood sisters". We were sitting in our usual cross-legged 

position on the floor. It was November and the basement grew 

colder every minute with the early withdrawal of daylight. We were 

shivering, partly from the cold and partly from the heaviness of the 

task we chose for ourselves. 

"Blood Sisters?" I asked when she first proposed the idea to 

me. "Don't you think our parents will notice if we gave each other 

blood?" 

"Look, we are only going to prick ourselves in the finger a 

little bit and then touch them together like this." She grabbed my 

hand and mashed her index finger on mine. "It won't hurt. I promise." 
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She made a small prick on our fingers with a safety pin. I flinched 

and looked away when she did mine. "Scaredy cat." She laughed and 

her smile made me feel better. We touched fingers together so that 

the blood mixed. 

"Repeat after me," she said, keeping our fingers pressed solidly 

together. She stared into my eyes and took my other hand. "Denise 

Deveau and Cynthia Greene are hereby sisters now and forever." I 

said the oath too, suppressing a nervous giggle. "Now we are like 

family," she said. 

I let out a laugh at the thought that touching our fingers 

together could make us family. I stopped giggling when I saw how 

hurt she looked. She always turned really serious when she was mad 

or about to cry. She turned to stone, no expression whatsoever. It 

was enough to give a person the creeps. She looked just like her 

mother, cold and unforgiving. 

"A game?" she said, letting go of my finger. "We just made a 

pact signed in blood. Lamont said that once you take a blood oath you 

can't take it back or bad things will happen to you." 

"What does he know?" I said, squirming. 

"A lot. Lamont is in a gang and he said that if you break a blood 

oath you might loose your eyesight or worse." The mention of the 

word "gang" made me take the whole thing more seriously. Lamont 

was in the Flatbush Posse, so we trusted that he knew all about 

these sorts of things. Everybody knew that gang members were 

always taking oaths and pacts and stuff like that. 

"Oh yeah, like what?" I said, trying to be brave. 
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"Or sometimes ... sometimes demons come and steal your soul 

while you sleep." 

"I don't believe your stories," I said, but I was beginning to feel 

uncomfortable and a little mad. 

"Why do you want to be my sister anyway? Everybody thinks 

you're so pretty and smart. Everyone loves you." 

"You're pretty and smart," she said. I didn't believe her. I was 

the one that the other kids picked on, the one they called Kunta Kinte 

in the cafeteria. No one dared say anything to me after I started 

hanging out with Cindy because they were afraid she wouldn't be 

their friend anymore. 

"You don't understand. They don't pick on you." She leaned 

forward and smiled like grown ups sometimes do when they want to 

encourage children to do things. "They're stupid. Don't listen to them. 

My momma says people like that hate themselves, "she said. 

"Let's go upstairs, its getting cold down here." I said. I was 

trembling but trying not to show it. 

"Wait," She said, grabbing my arm. "We have to seal it with a 

kiss or else it won't work." I relaxed a little, at least we were doing 

something normal like we always did. I forgot about the oath and 

concentrated on puckering my lips like they did in the movies. 

This day of all days we failed to hear Mrs. Greene's heavy 

footfalls down the basement steps. We were completely in shock 

when she ripped off the blanket to find us cuddled in mid kiss. Mrs. 

Greene let out a scream that stopped my heart so hard, I was afraid 

it would never start again. She pulled me up from the floor by the 

fleshy part of my upper arm. Her face was twisted with disgust and 
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horror, like she was picking up a mangled carcass off the road. She 

dragged me out of the building and over to my house, still gripping 

my arm. 

My mother must have seen Mrs. Greene from the kitchen 

window, because she came bounding outside before we even got to 

the front stoop of our building. Out of the corner of my eye, I saw 

Cindy pulling on her mother, begging her to stop, but in her fury Mrs. 

Greene merely swatted her away with her free hand. 

Somewhere between the two brownstones, the four of us met. 

The first thing my mother did was grab Mrs. Greene's hand from off 

of my arm. "Are you OK, baby?" she asked without looking at me or 

waiting for an answer. She started screaming at Mrs. Greene that she 

was never to touch me again. Mrs. Greene then informed my mother 

that I was a "nasty little pervert." Cindy and I looked at each other 

terrified that they would soon start hitting each other. The rest of 

the neighborhood, sensing the same thing, came over to watch. I 

didn't recognize many of the faces, though many of them were kids 

went to school with. One by one people came off their stoops, out 

of their apartments and hung out of their windows to see what was 

going on. Some of them egged our mothers on or, once they found out 

what was happening, to yell out their own comments about the 

situation. I heard comments ranging from, "Isn't that a shame," to 

"Kick some ass!" coming from the growing crowd. 

All of a sudden, the attention shifted from our mothers to me 

and Cindy as she broke from behind her mother and stepped between 

the two women yelling, "We didn't do anything!" 
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My mother grabbed me by my shoulders with both hands and 

shook me. Her hair was out of place, her eyes narrowed and her 

teeth were clenched. "Did she make you do it?" she said, quietly. 

There for a split second, peering out of the center of the circle to 

my mother, the neighbors, kids from my class, I thought about what 

would happen if everyone didn't think Cindy was so perfect. My 

mother was standing in front of me with her arms crossed. "Talk, 

girl," my mother demanded. I tried hard not to look at Cindy, 

but I could see her hands were balled up tight in the pockets of her 

overalls, parts of her once perfect cornrows were sticking up and 

her face was scarred with tear stains. She was staring at me, with 

that stone cold look on her face. It seemed like everyone was 

looking at me, hushed with anticipation. In front of Cindy, our 

mothers and the whole block I answered my mother's question with a 

nod, "yes." 

It didn't matter anymore that other people knew that Cindy 

wasn't perfect. Everything faded--the spectators, all the kids from 

school--and I was left looking into Cindy's stone face. I mouthed the 

words "I'm sorry," but she turned away. 

I tried to forget what Cindy said about demons coming to take 

my soul if I broke our vow, but after that day I had nightmares of 

blood-red beasts with picks that chipped away at my body. I woke up 

on my stomach, clutching the ends of the mattress. After a couple of 

weeks of sleepless nights, I told my mother what really happened 

between Cindy and I. 
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I approached my mother one day when she was cooking dinner. 

She was shaking spices into a pan of frying steak. The aroma of 

onions and meat filled the apartment. "It smells great in here." 

"Thank you, baby," she said. 

I held onto the counter for support. "Ma. Remember what 

happened between Cindy and me?" 

"It's over now baby. You told the truth and that's what counts." 

"I lied, Momma," I said. 

"What?" She looked up from the stove. 

"Cindy didn't make me do anything." She stopped I seasoning 

the food and sat down at the table. I wanted to tell her about Kool in 

the Gang and Duane and being blood sisters, but all I could get out 

were tears. I went to back out of the room, but she caught my arm 

and pulled me close and said, "It's ok, baby. I know she was your 

friend and you're sad about losing her, but--." 

"No, you don't understand," I said between sobs, "it was me 

too." But she wasn't listening. She kept started to rock back and 

forth, patting my back. "Shh. Go on, cry. Get it all out," she said. 

That was the last time Cindy ever spoke to me. Whenever she 

saw me from then on she acted as if I didn't exist. I tried to 

apologize to her at sixth grade graduation, but she wouldn't even 

look at me. I heard that she went to private junior and senior high 

schools and I didn't see her much around the block. I didn't see her at 

all after high school until that day in the bookstore. 

* * * 

The moment I recognized her I became the scared eleven year 

old again. I watched her talk with the women who own the 
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bookstore, browse the shelves and take time to contemplate buying 

a book. I did all of this out of the corner of my eye. My heart was 

pounding. I couldn't talk to her after all this time. I wasn't sure she 

would even remember me. It was snowing and Sharon was waiting at 

home. 

The snow made the commute home horrendous. Thousands of 

frazzled workers crowded the T in an effort to get back to their 

homes before the snow cover reached the 24 inch expected 

accumulation. By the time I reached our apartment, I was covered in 

snow and exhausted from the commute and my encounter with Cindy. 

I pulled off all of my soaked outer shell and walked into the kitchen 

to make myself a cup of tea. It was only when I came back into the 

living room that I noticed Sharon sitting in the dark with a packed 

suitcase by her side. I was so startled, I spilled my tea on the rug. 

"What in the hell are you doing?" I said, turning on the lights. 

"Leave it," she said in a weak voice. She looked like she had 

been crying. Her face was dull and streaked and her eyes were 

swollen. I put down the tea and put my arms around her. "It's too 

bad it's snowing." is all she could make out before she started to cry 

again. The pale light of the street lamp showed through the curtains 

as big fluffy snowflakes piled onto the windowsill. The night had 

grown colder and the flakes rested on a layer of ice that had covered 

the streets. I held her until she could stop crying long enough to tell 

me what happened. 

The principal called two previous faculty meetings to talk 

about the incident where he railed against "immorality." That day the 

principal called them in for another meeting. This time he had 
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written support from the school board about how he handled the 

situation. 

"He said there may be rough times ahead for the school, a law 

suit, press. Then he handed us the letter. It said that the undersigned 

faculty were in agreement with the school in its decision to fire the 

teacher and that they supported the principal's efforts to maintain 

and 'ethical and moral code of conduct' for all faculty, staff and 

students. He said it was completely voluntary. Half of the faculty 

refused to sign and walked out of the meeting. Everyone who walked 

out had been working there for at least ten years and were 

confirmed heterosexuals. Sharon was left staring at the document 

with the rest of the faculty, some new like her and the rest 

conservative. 

"So what did you do?" 

"You have to be able to get along in this world. That's all I 

want to do. I don't want to take on the world." She was trembling. 

"What was I supposed to do? The other teachers knew something 

was wrong the moment I stepped into the lounge. They were all 

talking about their husbands and wives and which students were 

dating each other. I sat quietly. 'She's a shy one' one of the teachers 

said. Then Jennifer Scallion, one of the history teachers, comes over 

to me and says, 'Welcome to The Harper School' Have you just moved 

here? I bet you don't know where everything is yet. Well, one of 

these days I'll have to show you around and take you to all the stores 

and show you the best beauty salons and places to shop.' 

"I was floored. I kept a smile on my face, but I had never been 

so embarrassed. She went on about the neighborhood and places to 
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go in Boston. I wondered if the rest of the teachers agreed that she 

would be the one to come over because she was another Black 

woman. Or did the five other Black women get together and decide 

that I needed some help? I feel like I'm being scrutinized every 

second. The only time I feel free is in my classroom." 

"Why didn't you tell me this was going on?" 

"You would have told me to quit." 

"You can still quit." 

"No! I love my kids. I can't abandon them in the middle of the 

year, especially after everything that's happened. I have to stick it 

out for a while longer." 

After she signed, she nearly passed out in the women's 

bathroom and had to leave school early. She immediately came home 

and started packing her bags. 

"You don't have to go anywhere. It's ok. We can live through 

this." I said, holding her as tightly as I could. She cried long woeful 

sobs, the kind that people make at funerals. She had been to a 

funeral, she signed away her soul. I held her in the hopes that I 

could help her find it. I thought about it being in a pile--hers and a 

piece of mine that I lost years before in Brooklyn. 

"Let's get some rest," she said. She managed to smile and kiss 

me softly on the cheek. During the night I held on to her, stroking 

her hair. I told her about Cindy Greene for the first time. She said 

she understood. 

Sometime in the night I mush have drifted off, letting my body 

relax its grip around her. I woke to the industrial hum of the snow 
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plow. Cold morning sun streamed into our bedroom. I managed to 

kick off most of the covers during the night and I was curled up in a 

fetal position. There was no trace of Sharon, except for a few book, 

some pictures, a few articles of clothing and the framed photo on 

the dresser of the two of us. 
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CORNROWS 

In my sixth grade class there was a girl named Rebecca who 

was what my mother called high yellow, meaning that you could only 

tell that she was black when she stood underneath a strong light. 

Almost everyday Rebecca wore a pair of blue overalls and a blue 

denim baseball cap. Both the overalls and the cap were worn white 

in some places from extended use. She pulled her long brown 

ponytail through the back of her baseball cap where it bounced 

against her shoulders when she walked. Almost everyday I begged 

my mother to buy me a pair of denim overalls and denim baseball 

cap, but she refused. suspected that my girlfriends also secretly 

wanted overalls and a cap like Rebecca's, but we never talked about 

it and we all watched her with narrowed eyes. We watched as the 

black and Latino boys made kissing noises at her when she passed 

and backed her against the wall at recess. We watched as the white 

boys surrounded her after school when they thought no one was 

looking. I left her alone, staying far away in order not to give the 

impression that we could be friends. 

One day, my mother said that she was going shopping and that 

she was finally going to pick up a pair of the overalls that I 



desperately wanted. Those things are not for school, she warned. 

All day at school I thought about my new overalls and I even smiled 

at Rebecca in the hallway, the way enemies do sometimes. At home, 

my mother brought a large shopping bag from the car and in it was a 

denim jumper-dress with a hideous pink and blue flower sewn on the 

front. That weekend my mother braided my hair and strung blue and 

pink beads on the ends to match my dress. The next day, I was 

forced to stand next to Rebecca on the lunch line. I like your hair, 

she said. What? I like your hair, she said. I wish my mother knew 

how to braid mine. When she sat down, I removed a black pen from 

my pocket and held the tip out, deliberately making a long mark 

across the back of her overalls. 

My mother did my hair every Sunday. I sat in a chair in the 

middle of the kitchen, my back to her and to the fire heating the iron 

hot-comb on the stove. I felt her stomach pressing against my 

shoulders, her fingers firmly tugging at tufts of hair as she talked 

on the phone or listened to the radio. In her distracted state, she 

burned my ears, neck and scalp often without noticing my small 

cries. Despite the pain, she did my hair in tight, neat cornrows and 

adorned the ends with colorful beads. The tips of my hair barely 

brushed against my shoulders and with the added weight of the beads 

I could toss my hair from side to side like women did in the movies 

and shampoo commercials. Once, when I was 11 years old, she 

burned the top of my left ear, leaving a paper-thin layer of burned, 

black skin and I started crying. Come on now, she said, You're too big 

for me to keep doing your hair anyway. Aren't you ashamed to still 
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."""' have your mother doing your hair ? When I was your age, I wouldn't 

let my mother do my hair. She left the room and returned with 

Vaseline for my ear and I was still in tears. If you keep this up, she 

said. I'm gonna leave your head looking the way it is. I immediately 

stopped crying because I wanted her to finish my hair so I could toss 

my braids from one side of my head to the other. 

The next Sunday my mother announced that she was going to a 

poetry reading, leaving the house in the care of my older sister and 

my hair up to me for school the next day. This will be good practice 

for you, she said. Take out your hair and brush it, but don't use the 

hot comb. I'll do it tomorrow night. Ok? she asked, and kissed me on 

the forehead. After she left, the first thing I did was put the burner 

on high, put the hot-comb on the stove and turn on the radio. My 

sister was in our mother's room watching tv and talking to her 

friends on the phone. It felt good to be alone, doing something for 

myself, by myself. This was freedom, I thought. took out all of my 

cornrows dancing around the kitchen to the radio. After my hair was 

loose, I separated out a large section on the left side, sticking a pick 

in the rest to keep it down and took the hot-comb off of the stove. 

As I touched the hot-comb to my hair I heard it sizzle, immediately 

followed by a sharp, acrid smell. I stood in front of the stove, with 

the hot-comb in my hand, looking at the charred remains of my hair 

fall like ashes from its teeth. 

I looked up to see my sister standing in the doorway of the 

kitchen with her mouth hanging open. I'm not taking the blame for 

this she said. When my mother came home and found out what 

happened she paced back and forth in the kitchen, with her hand on 
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one hip. She said, Didn't I tell you not to touch the hot-comb? I was 

only gone for a couple of hours. She looked at my sister and said, 

And where were you? My sister sucked her teeth and turned her 

head, mumbling things under her breath. I was only gone a couple of 

hours, my mother said again. What's the matter with you girls? 

Can't I do something just for me at all? Every time I try and catch a 

few seconds alone, here you two come up with something. She 

looked like she was going to cry, which I thought was dumb, because 

it wasn't her hair. None of us said anything for a while, my sister 

was looking closely at the wallpaper near her shoulder and I was 

trying not to look at my mother. Go on upstairs, she said. And don't 

think you're not going to school tomorrow, 'cause you are. 

My mother woke up every morning at Sam in order to make it to 

her job as a school teacher by 7. That Monday she woke me up at 

6:00 and handed me a note and her hat to wear to school. The hat 

was red with a black band around the front and a large black ribbon 

in the back. Here, it was the best thing I could find, she said. The 

hat was too big, resting just above my eyes. I wore a dark gray skirt 

and my mother's red blazer to match the hat. Whenever anybody 

asked me why I was all dressed up, I said that I was going to a very 

important event directly after school where I was going to give a 

speech. If you don't believe me, I said, ask my sister. knew they 

couldn't because she was all the way across town at the high school, 

but no one pushed for more details after that. 

In gym, I showed the teacher my note. He gave me a demerit 

for being unprepared for class anyway and told me to sit in the 

bleachers. A boy who everyone hated because he looked like a small, 
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black frog, snatched my hat off and ran around the gym laughing as 

he waved it in the air. Tufts of the recently released ends of my 

hair stood straight up while others laid in crinkled clumps on the 

side of my head. felt monstrous. I imagined that the other kids 

around me gasped in horror at my grotesqueness and that they stood 

frozen in terror, not knowing if I would attack. Then, their laughter 

filtered through to me and I felt ugly and small. Refusing to cry, I 

stood up and said to the frog-boy, Give me my hat. The gym teacher 

blew the whistle and made him give it back to me and I went to the 

girl's bathroom where I stayed until the next period. 

My mother called all the black hairdresser's in the area and 

begged them to see me for an emergency Monday appointment. Every 

hair dresser in town said they took Mondays off and refused to do it 

except for Miss Maxine. I know how it is with children, she said, 

although she admitted later that she didn't have any of her own, but 

she watched many of them come into her shop. She charged my 

mother $30 extra for the Monday appointment. Miss Maxine had hair 

the color of copper. Burnt sienna she called it. It brings out the 

natural red tones in my skin, she said. Uh-huh, my mother said 

seemingly disinterested, but when Miss Maxine looked away my 

mother motioned me to look at the place on her neck where the thick 

coat of makeup was starting to flake off. The skin underneath was a 

least two shades darker than the parts covered in makeup. 

* * * 

In junior high an invisible line was drawn, dividing one fourth 

of my peers from everyone else. That line was called honors. Being 

in a honors class meant that you were smarter than the other three 
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fourths who fought over what was left--academic and remedial 

(which. was synonymous with retarded as far as everyone was 

concerned). There were very few black children who were allowed 

to slip across that line. I was fortunate to be one of them In doing 

so, I left behind many of my friends who now looked at me with 

narrowed eyes. 

I went to a friend's 13th birthday party. Everyone at the party 

was white but me. We listened to Billy Joel and the Go-Gos and I 

worried that everyone could see my bra through my white shirt. On 

Monday, the black girls gathered around me wanting to know about 

the mysterious world of white people. Was it like an orgy? they 

asked, clamoring for details. I was a spy that infiltrated enemy 

territory, an anthropologist that adventured into the deepest jungle 

to report on the native's sexual appetites to eager colleagues. Yeah, 

I said, kind of like an orgy. 

When I was 12 years old I had this dream: My mother was 

ironing and talking on the phone with her sister. I knew it was her 

sister because she was using her talking-to-family voice that not 

even her best friends were allowed to hear. She was wearing a pink 

blouse with buttons down the front and a pink bow on the top--no 

panties, no stockings. She had a long, dark line from her belly button 

to her triangle of black curls. It occurred to me that this was the 

only place on her body I had never kissed. I leaned over and kissed 

her curls and she said, Wait a minute, to her sister and put the 

receiver down on the ironing board. She slapped me across the face. 

Don't you ever do that again, she said, spitting flies out of her mouth 
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when she talked. Then she picked up the phone and cradled it back 

between her ear and her shoulders. Nothin', go ahead girl, she said 

into the phone. When I woke up I checked my belly and found a dark 

line that ran from my navel and disappeared into the curly triangle 

of my private parts. 

I made one of my mother's old notebooks into a diary. It was 

red and had a clear plastic pocket over the front so that you could 

slip your own cover on the binder. I chose to put in a 45 of the 

Calypso Kings version of Mathilda from my mother's record 

collection. There were records and books everywhere. My mother 

went back to college when I started junior high school. Each time 

she took a class at Brooklyn College or Baruch she bought more books 

and she spent more time on our portable electric typewriter. The 

best light in the house was in the dining room, under the light that 

hung down from the ceiling which my mother insisted on calling a 

chandelier. She sat there every evening, You girls be quiet, she said 

as she started typing, stopping periodically to eat from the bag of 

hard candy by her right hand. Sometimes she read her stories out 

loud, sometimes she made me read them and tell her what I thought. 

They always reminded me of something I read before. It's not right, 

she said, over and over, It's not right. She sat bent over, squinting 

into the bottom of her bifocals. When she asked me about her 

stories, I said they were good. On the nights she came home from 

work too tired to do her assignment, she said, I bet you could do 

this and I would finish her stories for her. She never got better than 

a C on any of them. I wrote my own stories in my red notebook that I 
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never showed anyone. In one story, there is a little boy who gets 

adopted by a white couple. They love and care for him until one day 

he gets sick and the couple have to find out about his real parents. 

They find out that he's really half black and that's as far as I got. 

went through my mothers library and read and read in search of a 

way to finish my story. I carried around a book called The Black 

Woman for a week. Some of it I understood and liked and some of it 

I didn't understand at all and forgot. But then I came across this 

poem: 

I have given up this earthly life and joined the clouds. 

The clouds and me, 

Forever moving, forming, splitting and reforming. 

They up there and me down here, 

Small but just as a part of their mass. 

We are the most essential part of the universal puzzle 

Without us, the clouds and me, 

The world would come to a halt; 

The moon would no longer have a reason 

To become whole and illuminate the sky; 

The earth would pucker up from the tears 

Wrung from its rivers; 

Salt would harden on the ocean floor; 

And the sky would turn a sickly yellow-green color in our absence. 

I am one with the universe, 
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Open to its simple design, 

At its merciful whim, 

And supple with its desires. 

This is my plan. 

Together the clouds and me, 

Will make tigers in the snow. 

The poem made no sense to me so I put it way for another time and 

thought about boys instead. 

* * * 

On school holidays my mother and sister watched soap operas

- General Hospital, As the World Turns, Days of Our Lives, The Edge 

of Nigh--sometimes quickly flicking from one channel to the other 

when two overlapped. My mother's job as a teacher allowed her to be 

with us for all the holidays and every summer. During that time, 

Monday through Friday from 1-4 was reserved. My mother and sister 

talked about these characters like they were real people; they were 

happy when their favorite characters triumphed and scorned all 

vamps and other evil-doers. I thought they were stupid and often 

rooted for the bad guy, causing my sister to shriek with disgust and 

dismiss me as an ignorant youngster. I know what it is, you're too 

young to understand, that's all, she said. Most of the time I was 

bored with the soap operas and went upstairs to my room and closed 

and locked the door. I took off my pants and shirt and slipped into 

the cool sheets, laying flat on my back with the pillow on top of me, 

covering my torso like a headless, limbless body. I closed my eyes 

and shut my legs tight and made up stories about a black woman who 
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has to choose between two loves. One lover was a rich white man 

and the other was a not-so-rich black man. They both want to give 

her everything. She loves the white man, in her way, but it's not like 

the love she feels for the black man who can't give her anything but 

his heart. As my heroine struggles over her conflicting feelings for 

the two, I squeezed the muscles of my cunt together, making a warm 

current creep from my thighs to my stomach. In my mind, the 

heroine sneaks out of her large, elegant home to meet the black lover 

in their secret meeting place. Eventually, the white husband finds 

out about the affair and has a confrontation with her lover. In one 

version of the story, in order to save her lover's life she goes back 

to her husband and vows never to see the black guy again. In another 

version, she leaves the white husband standing in tears for the love 

he's lost. The story was always better if I was wet between my legs 

like when I had my period or right after a shower, then it was easier. 

I could hold and squeeze, making the warm current spread through 

my body. 

The heroine looked like women in Essence ads for natural hair 

products or a 70s movie actress--dark skinned with a short afro, 

long thick eye lashes and just enough makeup to keep her skin from 

looking shiny. I held onto the headboard while the warm feeling 

rises and I could see the men's arms in my head, both defined and 

sculpted--the black man's are bigger because he works harder, but 

the white man lean and firm. The heroine is soft and curvy but 

strong. And I squeezed until I could see the love making scene 

between my heroine and the white guy. She was underneath him and 

he held her in his arms and said, I love you, I can't live without you, 
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over and over and cried. He holds her so delicately, like she was 

made of glass. I did not imagine her making love to the black man. 

The white man always cries, holding her. Between my legs was a 

tight string, the warm feeling was now a sharp and steady spike 

winding up, up to the top of my head to my fingers pushing the 

headboard. I held my breath and tried not to move, any tremor would 

disturb the delicate balance, throw off the note. At that moment I 

was the heroine. Sometimes I was the white man crying, kissing 

her, touching her like she's made of glass, grasping for her, 

desperate to make her love me as much as she loves the other and 

determined to never give her up. After the slightest movement it 

was over, in pulses and waves. My heroine never completed a scene. 

She never got to cum. tried to continue after was over, but it 

wasn't the same. I had never said the word pussy before, but in my 

head I hear it. 

* * * 

I could see my future out of the corner of my eyes. It appeared 

as a flash of blue light, streaking across a crimson surface, then 

disappeared as quickly. Once, I dreamt that I came to my mother's 

house and I could not see anything but the bottom half everyone. 

was standing in the den with another person, waiting for my mother 

to join us and we were both wearing brightly colored pants with 

matching tops that draped to our knees. I had long dreadlocks that 

fell to the middle of my thighs and so did the person standing next to 

me. My mother came down the stairs carrying a tray, her slippers 

clicking against her heal. She ushered us into the porch to drink 

lemonade and talk. 
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